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B. Software Architecture

Abstract—In this paper we share our experience of implementing a Controller Area Network to Ethernet gateway. We present
two implementations, and assess their performance.
Index Terms—controller area network (CAN), Ethernet, gateway, implementation, automotive, SocketCAN, FreeRTOS

The gateway provides bidirectional data-exchange between
CAN and Ethernet. Hence, the architecture can be split into 2
paths.
Fig. 1 shows the CAN-to-Ethernet path. For each CAN port
we have a CAN-receive thread. Whenever a CAN message is
received, it immediately records a timestamp and then copies
the CAN message into a thread-safe FIFO. The FIFO keeps
track of how many CAN messages are queued inside, and
how many bytes this accounts for. If the number of CAN
messages reaches a user-defined value (i.e. max. number of
CAN messages per UDP packet) or the size reaches the UDP’s
MTU (i.e. 1472 bytes), the content of the FIFO is copied
into a UDP packet and the UDP packet is sent out. Details
about the encoding is discussed in section II-C. In addition
there is an Ethernet-transmit-timeout thread, similar to [3].
It is responsible for monitoring the time since the last UDP
packet was sent. Once this timespan reaches a user-defined
value (i.e. UDP-transmit timeout) the thread packs the content
of the FIFO into a UDP packet and sends it. This ensures that
the propagation delay from CAN to Ethernet is upper-bounded
by the timeout.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
Our research-car for autonomous driving is equipped with a
large number of redundant sensors for environment perception
(radar, lidar, cameras, ultrasonic, differential GPS, ...) and embedded computing platforms (DrivePX2 and MicroAutoBox).
This allows us to develop fault-tolerant ADAS functions (such
as Automated Emergency Braking) for various driving and
weather conditions.
However, integration of office-grade PCs (for rapid prototyping, monitoring, and debugging) is challenging due to the
number of CAN networks. In order to address this issue, we
decided to implement a Controller Area Network to Ethernet
gateway, which collects the CAN data and relays them via
Ethernet (and vice versa).
II. D ESIGN
A. Requirements and Constraints
Our main requirements were as follows: The gateway must
relay all CAN-messages to the Ethernet network in the correct
ordering. No messages must get lost. The introduced delay
must be short and upper-bounded. CAN-over-Ethernet data
sent to the gateway shall be relayed to the according CANnetwork (again with short delay). However, the gateway must
not overload the CAN networks. The gateway must support
CAN 1.0 and CAN 2.0, and be future-proofed towards CANFD. The Ethernet-side must be compatible with office-grade
PCs.
Based on these requirements we derived a set of key design
decisions: We use “standard” 100BaseTX Ethernet with Cat5e
cables and RJ45 plugs. This allows us to integrate the gateway
into the already installed Ethernet network. Automotive Ethernet (such as BroadR-Reach, 100BaseT1, or 1000BaseT1)
would need special hardware which would hinder compatibility with office-grade PCs. We use IP/UDP as the transport
layer. Inside the UDP packets, the CAN messages are encoded.
Protocols such as Audio Video Bridging (AVB) [1] or TimeSensitive Networking (TSN) [2] were initially considered, but
again it would complicate the integration of office-grade PCs.

Fig. 1. Architecture: CAN-to-Ethernet

Fig. 2 shows the Ethernet-to-CAN path. The Ethernetreceive thread listens for incoming CAN-over-Ethernet packets. Once such a UDP packet is received, it immediately
extracts all CAN messages and copies them into the respective
thread-safe FIFOs. There is one FIFO per CAN port. The FIFO
is responsible for queuing the CAN messages. The CANtransmit thread takes the oldest CAN message out of the FIFO
and sends it out onto the CAN network. In order to avoid
that the CAN network is overloaded by a large burst of CAN
messages, the CAN-transmit thread applies traffic-shaping. It
keeps track when the last CAN message was sent, and waits
for a user-defined timespan (i.e. min. waiting time between
CAN messages) before sending the next CAN message.
It has been shown [4] that FIFOs introduce an additional
queueing delay to CAN systems, and hence lead to a longer
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We decided to use IP/UDP as the underlying protocol.
The gateway transmits the CAN-over-Ethernet packets to IPaddress X.X.X.255 (i.e. broadcast) to port 8001. This way,
each node on the network that listens on this UDP-port can
receive the CAN-over-Ethernet packets. The gateway itself
listens on UPD-port 8000 in order to receive CAN-overEthernet packets.

Fig. 2. Architecture: Ethernet-to-CAN

D. Configuring the Gateway
The gateway can receive configuration messages for setting
several gateway-parameters. At the moment we support:
1) set timestamp [us] of gateway
2) set CAN baudrate [b/s]
3) set CAN termination
4) set timeout [ms] for CAN message queuing
5) set max number of CAN messages per UDP packet
6) set destination-IP for CAN-over-Ethernet packets
7) set waiting time [us] for CAN transmit (traffic shaping)

response time. Priority-based queues would circumvent this
issue. However, the main reason for using FIFOs is that they
conserve the CAN message ordering. In automotive systems
there are many higher-level protocols (e.g. Diagnosis over
CAN) where the message ordering is of upmost importance.
Hence we had to accept the additional FIFO-delay, in order
to maintain the correct CAN message ordering.
C. CAN-over-Ethernet Protocol
In order to transmit CAN messages over the Ethernet
network, we have developed a lightweight encoding schema
(see table I). It starts with a header (see top). Afterward it
contains 0..N CAN message headers (see middle). Finally it
contains the payload-bytes of the CAN messages (see bottom)
which are arranged as CAN message 1 payload byte 1, CAN
message 1 payload byte 2, ..., CAN message N payload byte
M. The field payload offset is used to mark the start of each
message’s payload.
Field

bits

Tx

Rx

protocol

16

x

x

version

8

x

x

trigger reason
counter

8
32

x
x

-

timestamp (lo)
timestamp (hi)
num. messages

32
16
8

x
x
x

x

8

-

-

timestamp (lo)
timestamp (hi)
source-port

32
16
8

x
x
x

-

destination-port

8

-

x

32
8

x
x

x
x

8

x

x

16

x

x

time [us] when CAN message was
received by gateway
CAN port at which CAN message
was received by gateway
CAN port to which CAN message
must be routed by gateway
CAN message ID (11 or 29 bits)
flags for ext, rtr, err, fd-edl, fd-brs,
fd-esi
length [byte] of CAN message
payload
where does the payload start

n*8

x

x

payload-bytes of CAN messages

reserved

message ID
flags
payload length
payload offset
payload

III. I MPLEMENTATION
We decided to implement two variants of the gateway
(details see table II). The automotive one features an AURIX micro-controller running FreeRTOS. This should result
in highly deterministic behaviour. The general purpose one
features a Beaglebone Black micro-processor running Linux.
It should offer sufficient resources for future extensions (e.g.
CAN traffic logging/recording). Both gateway alternatives are
implemented in C/C++.

Description
0x0100 marks a CAN-overEthernet packet
future-proofing for protocolchanges
why was packet sent by gateway
number of packets sent by gateway since boot
time [us] when packet was sent
by gateway
number of CAN messages inside
packet
reserved for future-proofing

General Purpose

Automotive

Ethernet
CAN

Beaglebone Black Rev. C [5]
1 core, ARM Cortex-A8,
1 GHz
512 MB RAM,
4 GB eMMC Flash
100 Mb/s
2x CAN

AURIX TC275 [6]
3 cores,
200 MHz
4 MB program flash,
384 kB data flash
100 Mb/s
4x CAN/CAN-FD [7]

OS
IP/UDP
CAN

Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS [8]
see Linux kernel
SocketCAN [11]

FreeRTOS 7.1.0 [9]
lwIP [10]
own implementation

uC
CPU
memory

TABLE II
I MPLEMENTATIONS A LTERNATIVES

Automotive: Since FreeRTOS [9] did not support the AURIX micro-controller out of the box, we first had to port it [12].
The port places one kernel-instance on each of the 3 cores,
and provides inter-core communication mechanisms. For the
gateway implementation however we only used one core.
General Purpose: As of Linux kernel version 2.6.25, Linux
supports the CAN protocol via the SocketCAN [11] library.
Here, CAN-communication is handled like other sockets. We
decided to use this library in order to evaluate its performance.
The individual parts of the gateway software are implemented
using pthreads.

TABLE I
CAN- OVER -E THERNET PACKET E NCODING

Column Tx indicates that the field is relevant for packets that
are sent by the gateway (i.e. CAN-to-Ethernet). Column Rx
indicates that the field is relevant for packets that are received
by the gateway (i.e. Ethernet-to-CAN).
The field counter mainly serves a monitoring purpose, as it
allows to detect lost Ethernet packets. It can also act as the
gateway’s heartbeat. The field trigger reason gives insight into
the gateway’s CAN message queuing procedure.

IV. P ERFORMANCE T ESTS
A. Test Setup
In order to test the functionality and performance of the
gateway, we use the following setup: A PC is connected to
the gateway using a CAN-USB-adapter [13]. In addition the
PC is connected directly to the gateway via Ethernet. No
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Ethernet switches are used in between, so that no additional
delays are introduced. The PC is responsible for generating
the stimulus (CAN or Ethernet), and receiving the gateway’s
response (Ethernet or CAN). Data is also logged for postprocessing and statistical analysis.
B. CAN-to-Ethernet
The CAN stimulus is generated as follows: A burst of b
CAN messages is sent. No waiting time in between them. After
the burst we wait 1..p ms (random uniform timespan between
1 and p, emulating a jittered period). Then we send the next
burst. This procedure is repeated until n CAN messages are
sent in total. All CAN messages have the same ID (0x000).
Each CAN message’s payload contains an uint64-number,
which is increased in steps of one. This allows us to detect
exactly which CAN message was lost (if any). In addition we
can detect if CAN messages arrive in the wrong order. This
would mean that the gateway would have modified the CAN
message sequence. The bursty traffic is inspired by the radarsensors which are used in our car. They send a burst every
66ms.
The first tests aim at detecting message loss and message
sequence flip. Therefore, we use the following test-scenarios:
burst
waiting
total

b
1..p
n

Fig. 3. Propagation delay, for varying bursts
burst
waiting
total
timeout

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50
1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000 ms
10.000

b
1..p
n
to

1
1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000 ms
10.000
1000 ms

For the automotive gateway we measure a propagation delay
of 10 to 50 us (with one outlier of 100 us). For the general
purpose gateway the delay is up to 100 us, with one outlier of
150 us (see fig. 4). By zooming in we see that 50% of the data
is between 10 and 11 us (automotive) and 5 to 11 us (general
purpose). Interestingly, for the general purpose gateway, the
propagation delay slightly increases as the periodicy of the
CAN traffic increases.

Analysis of the response (UDP packets sent by the gateway)
we find that no message was lost, and all messages were
relayed in the correct order. This result applies to both
gateway implementations.
Next, we want to determine the minimum delay that is
introduced by the gateway. In order to measure this, we set
the gateway-parameter max. CAN messages per UDP packet to
1. By measuring the timespan from “CAN message is received
by the gateway” to “UDP packet is sent by gateway” we get
the propagation delay. Both time-instances are measured by
the gateway itself and can be retrieved from the UDP packet
(see packet encoding, table I). Note that this test does not
measure the additional delay that is introduced by the FIFOqueuing, in case several CAN messages are queued. This time
however is upper-bounded by the parameter UDP-transmit
timeout. Our experiment solely focuses on the delay introduced
by the message re-coding.
First we want to see if the bursty nature of the CAN traffic
has any impact onto the gateway’s propagation delay. Thus,
we use the following scenarios:
burst
waiting
total
timeout

b
1..p
n
to

Fig. 4. Propagation delay, for varying periodicy

In conclusion, the automotive gateway is more predictable
(due to the real time operating system), but the general purpose
gateway has smaller propagation delays (due to the higher
processing power). Both gateways perform acceptably well.
No CAN messages get lost, nor is the message sequence
altered.

1, 5, 10, 30, 50
10 ms
10.000
1000 ms

C. Ethernet-to-CAN
The UDP stimulus is generated as follows: A set of b CAN
messages are packed into a UDP packet and sent out. After
that we wait 1..p ms. Then we send the next UDP packet
containing b CAN messages. This procedure is repeated until
n UDP packets are sent. All CAN messages have the same ID
(0x001). Each CAN message’s payload contains an uint64number, which is increased in steps of one. This allows us to
detect exactly which CAN message was lost (if any). and if
the CAN messages arrive in the wrong order.

For the automotive gateway we measured a propagation
delay of up to 40 us. For the general purpose gateway the
delay is similar, however some outliers range up to 100 us
(see fig. 3). By taking a closer look we find that 50% of the
values are between 10 and 11 us (automotive) and 5 to 6 us
(general purpose).
Next, we want to see if the periodicy of the CAN traffic
has any impact onto the gateway’s propagation delay. Thus,
we use the following scenarios:
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First, we want to test if all CAN messages get properly
relayed (no message lost, sequence maintained). Secondly we
want to see if the CAN transmit traffic shaping works as
intended. Therefore we use the following scenarios:
batch
waiting
UDP

b
1..p
n

60
1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000 ms
1000

min. Tx waiting

mw

0, 100, 150, 250, 500, 1000 us

messages. For 100 us, the loss-rate was between 4 and 23%.
For 0 us, the loss-rate was between 35 and 63%.
We strongly suspected that this issue is rooted in the
SocketCAN library. As shown in [14] SocketCAN shares a
single buffer for all sockets (CAN, Ethernet, Bluetooth, etc.).
Hence, if the rate of messages is too short, messages will
simply be overwritten by new ones. One solution would be to
use the LinCAN library [15]. For now, we decided to lowerlimit the waiting time of the traffic-shaper to 150 us.

As we decrease the periodicy of the UDP packets below 50
ms, we noted that the automotive gateway could no longer
handle all CAN messages. It started losing several CAN
messages (see fig. 5). This can be explained as follows: Due to
the limited memory of the Aurix micro-controller, we decided
to limit the CAN out FIFOs to 1000 messages (for each CAN
port). For average Ethernet-to-CAN traffic this should be sufficient. However our performance tests intentionally used high
traffic in order to identify the limits of our implementation.

V. C ONCLUSION & O UTLOOK
The systematic assessment of the gateway-implementations
shows that both gateways meet our demands. While the
automotive one offers slightly better predictability, the general
purpose one offers significant resource-reserves for future
extensions (such as data-recording).
In the future we want to improve the predictability of the
general purpose gateway by utilizing the PREEMPT RT patch
or real-time Linux. We also consider switching to TCP/IP to
utilize its acknowledgment mechanism to increase reliability.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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However, we also noted an issue. As we decrease the CAN
transmit waiting time below 150 us, we started losing CAN
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Time-Aware Deep Intelligence on Batteryless
Systems
Bashima Islam, Seulki Lee and Shahriar Nirjon
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose real-time scheduling
algorithms for batteryless sensing and event detection systems
which execute real-time deep learning tasks and are powered
solely by harvested energy. The sporadic nature of harvested
energy, resource constraints of the embedded platform, and the
computational demand of deep neural networks pose a unique
and challenging real-time scheduling problem for which no
solutions have been proposed in the literature. We empirically
study the problem and model the energy harvesting pattern as
well as the trade-off between the accuracy and execution of a
deep neural network. We develop an imprecise computing-based
real-time scheduling algorithm that improves the schedulability
of deep learning tasks on intermittently powered systems.

τ1
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τ2

15 20

25 30 35 40

45 50 55 60

time
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(a)
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τ1
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τ1
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25 30 35 40

τ2

τ2 deadline
miss

45 50 55 60

time

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) With constant power both deadlines are met. (b)
With intermittent power, task τ2 misses deadline.
Prior works on time-aware batteryless computing systems
are primarily of two types. The first category focuses on timekeeping, i.e., maintaining a reliable system clock [1] even
when the power is out. The sporadic nature of harvested
energy in a batteryless system forces it to run intermittently
by going through alternating episodes of power on and power
off phases, which disrupts the continuity of the system clock.
By exploiting the rate of decay of an internal capacitor
and the content of the SRAM, these systems enable timekeeping during the absence of power. The second category
proposes runtime systems that consider the temporal aspect of
data across power failures [2]–[4]. [2] discards data after a
predefined interval and thus saves energy by not processing
stale data. [3], [4] propose energy-aware runtime systems to
increase the likelihood of task completion. However, none of
these consider the utility of data to the running application or
the real-time deadline-aware execution of tasks.
Scheduling real-time machine learning tasks on a batteryless
computing system is an extremely challenging feat. The two
main sources of challenges are the intermittent power supply
and the computational demand for executing machine learning
tasks. These two challenges have been studied extensively in
non-real-time settings. For instance, [5]–[9] enable seamless
execution of non-real-time tasks on intermittently powered
systems by proposing techniques that save and restore the
program state across power failures. [10]–[12] propose lightweight and compressed deep neural networks for on-device
machine learning on batteryless systems. However, none of
these works consider the timing constraints of the machine
learning tasks. In a real-time setting, simply applying these
two types of solutions in conjunction with an existing realtime scheduling algorithm does not quite solve the problem at
hand, which is illustrated in Figure 1. We consider two tasks,
τ1 and τ2 , having the release times of 0 and 25, respectively.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) promises to make our lives efficient, productive, enjoyable, and healthier by making everyday
objects capable of sensing, computation, and communication.
Many of these so-called IoT devices are powered by limitedcapacity batteries—which makes them portable, mobile, small,
and lightweight. Batteries, however, require periodic maintenance (e.g., replacement and recharging) which is an inconvenience at a large scale. To address this practical problem,
batteryless IoT devices have been proposed, which harvest
energy from ambient sources, e.g., solar, thermal, kinetic, and
RF to power up the device. These devices, in principle, last
forever—as long as the energy harvesting conditions are met.
They typically consist of low-power sensors, microcontrollers,
and energy-harvesting and management circuitry, and their
applications are in many deploy-and-forget scenarios, e.g.,
wildlife monitoring, remote surveillance, environment and
infrastructure monitoring, wearables, and implantables.
Many IoT applications require timely feedback. For instance, in an audio surveillance system, audio events such as
gunshots, screaming, and breaking ins need to be detected
and reported as fast as possible to initiate prompt actions.
Similarly, an air-quality monitoring system needs to identify
events such as gas-leakage or outbreak of harmful pollutants
on time to avoid a disaster. Likewise, shared resources, such
as gym-equipment and shared bikes in a campus, can be
monitored in real-time to detect misuses or malfunctions, and
to inform the authority about the incidence on time. While
a batteryless system is desirable in these real-time sensing
and event detection applications, the unpredictability of the
harvested energy, combined with the complexity of on-device
event detection tasks, complicates timely execution of machine
learning-based event detection tasks on batteryless systems.
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Their deadlines are 45 and 56, and both have an execution
time of 28. In Figure 1(a), we observe that, under the earliest
deadline first (EDF) scheduling, both tasks meet the deadlines
when the power is uninterrupted. On the other hand, when
power is intermittent, Figure 1(b) shows that task τ2 misses
its deadline.
The goal of this paper is to subdue the aforementioned challenges. In order to accomplish our goal, at first, we thoroughly
study the energy harvesting pattern as well as the accuracyexecution trade-off of deep neural networks. From these studies, we make two observations. First, energy generated by a
harvester is bursty, and therefore, its energy harvesting pattern
can be modeled using a stochastic framework over a short
period in time. Second, for a fixed classification accuracy,
the amount of computation required for an input signal is
dependent on the hardness of the data. We measure hardness
in run-time using confidence of the classification result. By
exploiting these two observations, we are able to design
an imprecise computing-based, online, dynamic-priority, realtime scheduling algorithm that considers both the intermittent
nature of the power supply as well as the accuracy-execution
trade-off of the deep neural network model.
We conduct a simulation-driven experiment to evaluate
the performance of the proposed scheduling algorithm. We
generate 1,000 deep inference tasks, where a task refers to
the execution of deep neural network inference for a data
sample. We randomly assign different levels of hardness to
each sample, where the hardness of a task indicates the
number of layers required to achieve a certain classification
accuracy. We compare the proposed scheduling algorithm with
an earliest deadline first (EDF)-based imprecise scheduling
algorithm as well as with a classification error-based imprecise
scheduling algorithm. We show that our proposed algorithm
misses 22%–25% less deadline while achieving 5%–7.5%
better classification accuracy.

the phenomenons causing energy events. For example, in a
piezo-electric harvester, taking a minimal number of steps that
generates at least K Joule of energy during T time slot is
considered equivalent to the occurrence of an energy event.
Similarly, we consider a minimal number packet transmissions
per time slot and minimum intensity of solar per time slot as
energy events for RF and solar harvesters, respectively.
Properties of Energy Events. We study energy event patterns
of three commonly used harvesters – piezo-electric harvester,
solar harvester, and RF harvester from datasets. These datasets
contain the number of steps taken during every 5-minute timeslot for 61 days, harvested solar energy measurements for
three days and outbound packet transmission rate by an RF
transmitter for 30 days. This study reveals two interesting
observation about the pattern of energy events – (1) energy
events occur in bursts where burstiness is the intermittent
increases and decreases in activity or frequency of an event [?],
(2) a probabilistic relation exists among the consecutive energy
events during a short period. In other words, the occurrence
of an energy event increases the probability of the next energy
event during a short period. To illustrate, when a person starts
walking the probability of continuing the walk is high within
the first few time slots. This probability decreases with time.
Likewise, when a person is sitting probability of remain set is
high immediately, but decreases after a while.
Conditional Energy Event. We define conditional energy
event (CEE) that represents the conditional probability of an
energy event occurrence based on the occurrence/ absence of
previous consecutive energy events. CEE(N) is the probability
that an energy event will occur given immediately preceding
N consecutive energy events occurred (for N > 0) or not
occurred (for N < 0) The following equation expresses CEE.
CEE(N) =

II. P RELIMINARY S TUDY

(

p(occurrence| N consecutive occurrence),
if N > 0
p(occurrence| N consecutive non-occurrence), if N < 0

(1)

To illustrate CEE(10) = 90% implies that the next energy event
will occur with 90% probability if 10 immediately preceding
consecutive energy event occurred. Similarly, CEE(-15) = 5%
indicates the probability of an energy event at the current time
slot is 5%, given that there were no energy events in the last
15 slots.)
The CEE of a system powered by a persistent power
supply or an ideal harvester that has no intermittence looks
like Figure 2(a). Figure 2(b-d) shows the CEE of three
energy harvested systems. From these figures, we observe that
for a small value of N these systems demonstrate similarity
with the ideal correlative harvester. We measure the similarity
of CEE of a harvested system with persistent powered or
ideal harvested system using Kantorovich-Wasserstein (KW)
distance. Through out this paper, we use KW to express the
Kantorovich-Wasserstein distance between the CEE a system
(H) and the CEE of persistently powered system (P). We also
observe that for large |N| the CEE drops significantly because
when the interval time between the first and current event
increases their probabilistic relation decreases. For example,

In this section, we study the energy harvesting pattern and
the accuracy-execution trade-off of deep neural networks.
A. Modeling Energy Harvesting Pattern
Energy Events. Transiently powered systems operate intermittently because energy is not always available to harvest
and, even when energy is available, buffering sufficient energy
to perform adequate work takes time. In most cases, the
pattern of this intermittency is stochastic and thus modeling
this patter is not straight forward. To schedule the workload
of an intermittently operating system at run-time, we decide
whether to start execution of a task or not at a time instant.
This decision heavily depends on the availability of energy
available to harvest. To model the availability of energy,
we define energy event which expresses the availability of
sufficient energy during a period. Energy event represents a
successful generation of at least K Joules of energy in total
during T time slot. Here, K and T are system dependent. In
order to understand the property of energy events, we observe
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might output a higher level feature, e.g., nose and the final
output face abstraction in the last layer. To understand the
effect, we develop acoustic deep neural network classifier
with four layers and choose UrbanSound8K dataset which
has ten classes. We use raw waveform of audio as input to
the in Figure 3(a) shows that the depth has a linear relation
with classification accuracy. However, this increased accuracy
comes with the cost of higher execution time.
• Data-dependency of required depth. To decrease the
execution time we observe the fact that depth is highly datadependent [13]. If target classes are profoundly distinctive,
then simple features can be used to distinguish them. For
example, in Figure 3(b), audio of cat and water (easy data)
are very distinguishable; thus a single layer RL achieves 93%
accuracy. On the other hand, similar classes, e.g., train and helicopter (hard data) needs more complex representations to be
distinct and thus require five layers to achieve 81% accuracy.
By executing only necessary layers based on the hardness of
data we can achieve similar accuracy with decreased execution
time. We define the number of layers needed for a data sample
to achieve a certain classification accuracy as hardness of that
data sample.
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Fig. 2: (a)CEE for persistent power source. (b) CEE for piezoelectric harvester. (c) CEE for solar harvester. (d) CEE for RF
harvester. We use N=20 for calculating KW and .
a person is walking for a long time has a high probability of
stopping.
B. Study of Deep Neural Network

III. S OLUTION

Number of Layers needed for
>= 80% accuracy

In order to execute machine learning tasks in a resourceconstrained batteryless system, we need to minimize memory
and computation costs. To achieve this goal, we study several
attributes that are unique to deep learning processes.
• Significance of depth. Deep learning algorithms have
layered structures where the input of the first layer is from
an external source, e.g., sensors. The output of a layer is fed
as the input of the next layer, and it goes on until the end of
the network. The total number of layers in a neural network
is called depth. Increased number of layers and neurons
both contribute to more complicated calculation resulting in
higher accuracy. However, a shallow network requires width
exponential to that of a deeper network to achieve similar
accuracy. Therefore, the performance of a neural network does
not only depends on the number of parameters but also depth.
For example, VGGNet has 16 layers with 140M parameters,
while ResNet beats it with 152 layers but only 2M parameters.

To achieve our goal of executing machine learning tasks
on a batteryless computing system on time, we propose the
following solutions.
A. Predictability Factor
Based on our observation in Section II-A regarding the
presence of probabilistic correlation between energy events,
we propose an energy event predictability factor η. A η of
1 indicates a high correlation between energy events, while
η = 0 indicates that energy events are independent.
B. Dynamic Imprecise Task Model with Early Exit
In Section II-B, we witness that the number of layers
requires to achieve a certain accuracy depends on the hardness of data. Therefore, layer-aware early termination of a
network is possible. We consider a task (τ ) as the execution
of the deep neural network for a sample. A scheduler can
preempt τ only at the end of the execution of each layer. We
define such tasks as conditional-preemptive tasks. Conditional
preemptive tasks are different from cooperative tasks due to
their ability of preemption before completion. This consists
of two portions – mandatory and optional where mandatory
precedes the optional. Completion of only the mandatory part
within the deadline is considered schedulable. Executing the
optional portion contributes to decreasing error. We consider
the execution until the accuracy reaches a threshold as the
mandatory portion. As the task is monotone, the optional
portion execution might reduce the error. Due to the data
dependency of layer-aware prior termination, the imprecise
computing model in this paper is different from previously
introduced imprecise computing. Unlike traditional imprecise
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Fig. 3: (a) The accuracy and execution time of all data where
each data executed a certain depth. (b) Hard data requires
complex representation to achieve similar accuracy.
To illustrate the effect of depth let us consider a face
detector. The first layer of this deep learning based face
detector learns basic features, e.g., edges. In the next layer,
a collection of edges, e.g., shape, is learned. The next layer
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C. Priority Scheduling Algorithms
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priority scheduling and earliest deadline first (EDF) based
imprecise scheduling with simulation. We simulate 1000 deep
inference tasks with the early exit and 10-fold cross-validation.
Each task refers to a data sample executing a ten layer deep
neural network, and we randomly assign hardness to each data
sample. Our proposed scheduler achieves 7.5% decreased error
while meeting the deadline for 20% more tasks.
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Fig. 5: Certainty function based priority scheduling meets
more imprecise deadline with smaller error

τ2 meets deadline by executing
mandatory portion

(a)
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Finally, we propose a priority scheduling for dynamic
imprecise tasks that minimize the error while scheduling the
mandatory portions and name our priority function certainty
function. To illustrate, let us consider a task-set consisting
of 3 tasks (τ1 , τ2 and τ3 ) where the release time are 0,
25 and 50 respectively. Their deadlines are 45, 56 and 92
respectively. We assume that there are ten layers in the network
and the mandatory portions of the tasks contain two layers,
four layers, and three layers respectively. The execution time
of each layer is 5, 5, 6, 7, 6, 5, 7, 7, 6 and six sequentially. In
Figure 5(a), EDF fails to schedule the second task; however,
certainty function can schedule all three tasks in Figure 5(b).
In Figure 5(c-d) we take another case into account where
the deadlines are 59, 69 and 84 respectively. The mandatory
portion contains five, two and one layers consecutively. Even
though both EDF and certainty function succeeds to schedule
all the tasks, the accumulated error of the EDF schedule (20%)
is higher than that of certainty function schedule (12%). For

0

300

Error (%)

Deadline Miss Count

computing [14], [15] where the execution time of the mandatory potion is pre-knowledge, the execution time of mandatory
portion in this paper is determined at run-time. We define such
imprecise tasks as Dynamic Imprecise Tasks.

75 80 85

(d)

Fig. 4: (a) EDF fails to meet imprecise deadline. (b) Certainty
function meets imprecise deadline (c) EDF meets deadline
with 20% error (d) Certainty function meets deadline with
12% error.
an energy harvester with high η, we introduce a variant of
this algorithm that can boost the utilization. When the energy
event rate is high, we schedule exhaustively, opportunely
taking advantage of correlated energy event occurrence. When
the energy event does not occur, the scheduler considers the
high probability of energy event non-occurrence and schedules
conservatively. During the exhaustive mode, the scheduler
schedules optional tasks if there is a slack time like our
proposed priority scheduling. In this mode, the scheduler
considers that the system has enough incoming energy events
for future jobs. On the other hand, during the conservative
mode, the system consumes energy only when it is a must.
Therefore, it only schedules mandatory portions and ignores
the optional part completely. Thus it preserves power to spend
on the mandatory portion of the upcoming tasks assuming low
energy event rate.
In Figure 5, we compare our proposed certainty function based priority scheduling with classification error based
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Abstract—We propose SpotON, which is an active event detection system that runs on harvested energy and adapts its sleeping
cycle to match the distribution of the arrival of the events of
interest. Existing energy harvesting systems wake up periodically
at a fixed rate to sense and process the data to determine if
the event of interest is happening. In contrast, SpotON employs
reinforcement learning to learn the pattern of events at run-time
and uses that knowledge to wake itself up when events are most
likely to happen. Being able to remain asleep more often than
a fixed wake-up system, SpotON is able to reduce energy waste,
increase the amount of harvested energy, and be able to remain
active for longer period in time when the events of interest are
more likely to occur. We conduct a simulation-driven experiment
to compare our proposed solution with a fixed-schedule system
and results show that SpotON is able to capture 2–5X times more
events and is 3–12X more energy-efficient than the baseline.
Index Terms—Energy harvesting, Q-learning, Event detection.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between fixed and dynamic strategies. The fixed strategy
can only detect a small fraction of total events but the dynamic strategy only
wakes up during event-active time intervals and thus detects more events.

on the size of the next task to improve energy efficiency.
Capybara [8] deploys an array of capacitors with different
capacitance and dynamically changes the capacitance of the
system. Mayfly [10] considers the timeliness of data and
discards stale data to avoid wasting energy in learning outdated
data. Third, event detection is a typical and important task in
IoT world, but active event detection has yet not been well
studied. Active event detection means that the event itself can
not produce a trigger signal to wake up the micro-controller
(MCU), and it requires the MCU to actively sense the event.
More detailed explanation about passive and active event
detection is described in Section II. There is one approach
called Monjolo [5] addressing passive event detection in
energy harvesting systems. It uses the energy harvested from
the event itself as a trigger to wake up the system and thus
avoids active sensing. However, Monjolo only applies to cases
where the event itself can generate a certain amount of energy
that Monjolo uses as a trigger. As far as we know, there is no
literature addressing cases where the target event itself can not
serve as a trigger. Thus, we propose SpotON, the first energy
harvesting system that deals with active event detection by
waking up just in time.
Most existing intermittently powered systems have predefined turn-on and turn-off thresholds, which means the
system periodically wakes up at each capacitor charging cycle.
Though some of them dynamically change the thresholds
according to the complexity of the next task, they are still

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the development of computational power, computing
algorithm and hardware, more and more stand-alone and sustainable applications are emerging, pushing the world forward
to the ultimate instantiation of the Internet of Things (IoT)
– the “Smart Dust”. Smart Dust is a system of many tiny
microelectromechanical systems that are energy autonomous
[3]. However, current IoT world is dominated by batterypowered systems which are bulky and unsustainable. Energy
harvesting is one of the ways that can lead us to the final
instantiation of IoT.
Energy harvesting systems harvest energy from various
energy sources, such as RF, piezoelectric or solar. It eliminates
the need for replacing batteries and enables energy autonomy
which is crucial to long-term sensing applications.
To achieve energy autonomy, we have to overcome challenges resulting from energy harvesting. First, computation in
energy harvesting systems is intermittent and this causes problems because most computing algorithms are long-running
programs. There is literature addressing how to enable correct
execution of existing long-term running programs on energy
harvesting systems by guaranteeing atomicity, data consistency, forward progress [7], [8]. Second, energy supply in
energy harvesting systems is so limited that energy efficiency
is crucial. Dewdrop [4] takes iterative tasks as a scheduling
problem and dynamically changes the starting voltage based
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II. P ROBLEM
The key to enabling active event detection is to decide when
to wake up the MCU. One important part of the waking up
process is the trigger mechanism. We classify the waking
up trigger into the following three categories [6]: periodic,
opportunistic and event-based.
The periodic trigger wakes up the MCU at a fixed period,
which requires a predictable energy supply. This type of
trigger is rare in intermittent systems. The opportunistic trigger
is common in intermittent systems which depends on the
harvestable energy and a predefined voltage threshold. If
the voltage of the storage capacitor reaches Vth , the trigger
is activated, and the MCU keeps running until the voltage
decreases to Vmin . This type of trigger usually requires a
dedicated voltage detection circuit and a power management
module [8]. The event-based trigger wakes up the MCU based
on an expected event. The system needs to harvest enough
energy before a trigger event happens in order to be woken
up successfully. If an event happens before enough energy is
stored up the system will miss this event. The detection rate of
this type of trigger is bounded by the capacitor recharging rate
[5], [6]. SpotON can be considered as an event-based trigger
but it applies to entirely different applications. The event-based
trigger mentioned in [5], [6] only applies to cases where the
event itself can actively activate a trigger signal, and this signal
is leveraged to wake up the MCU. This trigger-activating
process does not involve MCU. Possible applications for this
type of event-based trigger include door opening detection [6]
where the action of opening the door itself can vibrate a piezo
sensor and generate a trigger signal and airflow monitoring
[11] where the airflow itself can also vibrate a piezo sensor
and generate a trigger signal. This type of sensing is passive.
The MCU just passively waits for an waking-up signal.
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However, there are many applications whose target event
can only be passively captured by active sensing controlled by
the MCU, e.g., wildlife watering monitoring and environment
noise detection. This type of applications requires active
sensing from the MCU. SpotON is specially designed for this
type of event detection. It learns the event pattern and uses it
as an internal event-based trigger. SpotON only benefits cases
where the event happens in a certain pattern that we can use
some learning algorithm to learn. If the target event happens
randomly without any pattern, then it is not a proper candidate
application for SpotON.
We call our internally triggered waking-up approach a
dynamic strategy, compared to the commonly used approaches
which are static or fixed. Current fixed systems use up all
energy immediately once they are charged to a threshold
voltage and wake up. They do not borrow energy from previous charging cycles. By saying SpotON a dynamic strategy,
we do not mean that the threshold voltages or the storage
capacitance is dynamic, we mean that after the system has
already harvested enough energy to wake up, it dynamically
chooses to wake up at which frequency level, e.g., high
frequency, low frequency or even not waking up, based on
the learned event pattern. In this way, SpotON is able to wake
up just in time.
III. D ESIGN OVERVIEW / I MPLEMENTATION
To wake up the system in a proper time at a proper
frequency based on the event pattern, we use reinforcement
learning to implant this intelligence into SpotON.
Initialize Q-table
Choose an Action

Choose a waking-up
frequency f

Perform Action

Wake up at f in this
entire state

Measure Reward

Count how many
events it detects

Actions
a1 a2 … am
States

in the category of periodically charging and discharging, as
shown in Figure 1. The key to enabling active event detection
in energy autonomous systems is to ensure that there is
enough energy left in the storage capacitor to power up the
microcontroller when the event is about to happen. If the
system magically knows when the event is about to happen,
it can wake up more frequently during this time interval but
remain powered-off more frequently at other times. SpotON
learns the event pattern, predicts when the event is more likely
to happen, keeps the system in powered-off more frequently
when events are not active, and saves surplus energy in a
dedicated capacitor array which can compensate the massive
energy consumption of frequent waking-ups when events are
active. In this way, we can borrow energy harvested from
previous charging cycles.
In real-life scenarios, events behaves in a pattern which
may change over time. SpotON uses a reinforcement learning
algorithm – Q-learning to learn the event pattern online. If
the event pattern changes over time, SpotON learns the new
pattern and updates the system, making itself a “real-time”
event detector.

s1

0

0

…

s2

0

0

….

0

…

…

…

…

0

0

…

0

sn

0

Update Q-table
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Workflow of Q-learning [1]; (b) Initialized Q-table.

A. Q-Learning
Q-learning is employed to help SpotON learn the event
pattern and make waking-up decisions. Q-learning [9] is an
effective way of making optimal decisions to achieve the
best reward based on past observations. The workflow of Qlearning is described in Figure 2(a).
The learned experience is stored in a Q-table which
contains the weight for each state-action pair. We use
S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn } to denote the set of states and A =
{a1 , a2 , ..., am } the set of actions. In our case, one state si
means a specific time interval. Adjacent states are adjacent
time intervals. For example, if the time duration of each state is
one hour and si is 9-10am, then si+1 means 10-11am and si−1
means 8-9am. Each state has the same duration length. One
action aj means a specific waking-up frequency. It could be
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Fig. 3. Simulation results. There are two simulation settings. One contains 100 events sampled from [µ = 12, σ = 0.1] and 100 events sampled from
[µ = 15, σ = 0.1]. The other contains 100 events sampled from [µ = 12, σ = 0.3] and 100 events sampled from [µ = 15, σ = 0.3]. SD is state duration
and ED is event duration. The time unit is one second.

waking up MCU once every minute, or once every 10 minutes
or once every hour, etc. Both the state duration and the wakingup frequency for each action are application-specific.
Q-learning is a table-based reinforcement learning algorithm. Q-table contains the weight of each state-action pair
and these weights are updated at each step by calculating the
reward gained from each step. One step corresponds to one
state. The update equation of Q-table is as follows:
Qij = Qij + α[Rij + γ max (Qi+1,k ) − Qij ]
k=1,..,m

implant online learning ability to SpotON we need to reset this
 regularly. As for how often we should reset , it depends on
the application.
IV. E VALUATION

(1)

where Qij denotes the weight of the state-action pair of
(si , aj ); Rij denotes the reward gained in state si by taking
action aj ; α denotes learning rate; γ denotes discount rate;
max calculates the maximum expected future reward given
the new state and all possible actions at that new state.
Figure 2(b) shows the initialized Q-table with zeros which
can also be initialized by training on an off-line dataset.
Training a Q-table using off-line dataset before deployment
saves the time spent in learning the event pattern from scratch.
B. Online Adaptive Ability
In a real life scenario, the event pattern is usually not fixed,
and it may change as time goes by. For example, in the
application of wildlife watering monitoring, wildlife in the
desert comes to water site to drink water, and our system wants
to take as many pictures containing target wildlife as possible.
However, wildlife’s watering habit varies in different seasons.
The system must be capable of online learning to keep the
Q-table updated to the real-time environment.
In Q-learning, there is a parameter called  related to actiontaking decisions. At the beginning of each step, a random
number r is generated and compared to . If r >  the system
takes an action based on Q-table. Otherwise, a random action
is taken. The value of  keeps decreasing to a small number
as Q-table is more and more well-trained. Once  decreases
to its minimum value, the system is well-trained, and the Qtable stops updating. Larger  value means the system explores
more and smaller  value means the system exploits more. To
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We have conducted computer simulations to evaluate the
performance of SpotON. Our simulations are based on a
python package called gym which is a toolkit for developing
and comparing reinforcement learning algorithms [2]. The
most important parameters are as follows:
• state duration (SD): how long one state lasts;
• event duration (ED): how long one event lasts;
• energy bank capacity (EBCap): how much energy the
storage capacitor can save at maximum;
• event distribution parameters (µ, σ): we assume the event
obeys normal distribution. µ and σ are the mean value
and the standard deviation respectively.
To simplify the simulation, we assume our system harvests solar power, the time unit is one second and the total
simulation time is one day. The energy consumption rate is
10 times as the energy storage rate, which means 10-second
charging can support 1-second discharging. Solar energy is
only harvestable during the daytime, e.g. from 6 am to 8 pm.
We set the EBCap to 2-hour continuously charging, which
means the capacitor can at maximum store energy harvested
from two hours.
If the system wakes up at one time unit and there is an
event happening, then we consider this time unit a catch or a
positive waking-up. The number of catches or positive wakingups is one of our evaluation metrics, and it means how many
time units the system wakes up when there is an event. The
ratio of positive waking-ups to total waking-ups is our second
metric. The reason why we use these two evaluation metrics
is that in real life scenarios we care more about if the MCU
wakes up at the event-happening moment, which is related to
the efficiency of energy usage. Taking the wildlife watering as
an example, the system wakes up and takes a picture of the
water site. The more pictures that capture an animal, the more

efficiently the system uses the harvested energy. Energy used
for waking up without capturing an event is wasted. There is a
negative reward for waking up without a catch and a positive
reward for waking up with a catch.
We compare SpotON (Dynamic) with the other two systems, the ground truth (GT) and the fixed system (Fixed). The
ground truth system is powered by a battery so it can catch
all time units when there is an event, and its total waking-ups
equal to the length of the simulation which is 24 hours in
our case. The Fixed system is the existing energy harvesting
system which wakes up after the capacitor is fully charged
and uses up all energy immediately.
Figure 3(a) demonstrates that our SpotON has more catches
than the fixed system. Especially in the case of σ = 0.1,
SpotON has around 5 times as many event catches as the fixed
system. Compared to the ground truth, there are still a lot of
missed time units where there are events. But remember our
goal is to make as many positive waking-ups as possible, rather
than capturing all event-happening time units. We also notice
that SpotON has better performance for event distribution with
smaller standard deviation. The reason is that smaller standard
deviation means the data are more converged and it is easier
for Q-learning to learn the event pattern.
TABLE I
AVERAGED RESULT FROM ALL SIMULATION RESULTS

Fixed
Dynamic
GT

Number of catches
σ = 0.1 σ = 0.3
256
515
1225
1114
2855
5848

The ratio of positive waking-ups
σ = 0.1
σ = 0.3
6.5%
13.2%
79.6%
53.4%
3.3%
6.8%

higher than the threshold, we consider it as an event.
However, to generalize SpotON to other applications,
we have to consider the energy consumption due to
executing the recognition algorithm, e.g. image-based
event detection where image recognition is needed to
figure out if a picture contains an object or an event we
are interested in and this consumes much more energy
than merely sensing audio signals.
• Hardware: one crucial prerequisite for SpotON is that
we must have a large and dynamic storage capacitor. For
example, we want to monitor wildlife watering, and we
assume that the animals come to the water site mostly
in the afternoon. Our system gradually learns to wake
up more frequently in the afternoon and sleeps more
in the morning. The energy harvested in the morning
must be stored somewhere and then be used to wake up
MCU more frequently in the afternoon. Thus, saving such
energy would require a variant design of Capybara [8]
that can dynamically change the storage capacitance. This
requires a complete energy management unit facilitated
by specialized hardware and software design.
In summary, SpotON opens a new way for energy autonomous systems to detect events actively by waking up just
in time and by adapting its internal model of the environment
as the real-world environment changes. We also plan to
implement SpotON on different energy harvesting platforms.
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V. F UTURE P LAN
Our future work includes tuning the parameters of the Qlearning algorithm, considering the time, energy, and complexity of event detection algorithms, and implementation of the
system on a real hardware.
• Algorithm parameters: In the preliminary experiments,
we find that there are still opportunities for improvements.
In some settings, there are unused energy in the capacitor
at the end of the experiment. Currently, we use the same
reward parameters for all simulations. Tuning the reward
parameter in a more fine-grained way can make the
system use up all harvested energy and perform better.
• Generalization: currently, we assume that the events are
easily detected. For example, if we consider loud noises
as events of interest, we only need to use an audio sensor
and compare the signal amplitude to a threshold. If it is
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TABLE I: Weakly-hard studies based on the job handlings

Abstract—A weakly-hard real-time system is a system that
can tolerate a bounded number of timing violations. There have
been various assumptions made by prior work on handling
deadline-missed instances (jobs) of a task in weakly-hard systems, e.g., terminate it immediately or continue to execute it
even after its deadline is missed. However, no prior work has
presented a system-level framework to support such options and
to quantitatively assess their effects on schedulability. In this
paper, we present a unified runtime framework to execute weaklyhard tasks with the four major deadline-miss handling options:
job abort, delayed completion, job pre-skip, and job post-skip.
Our work is applicable to any type of operating systems that
support preemptive scheduling with task control blocks. We have
implemented our framework in the Linux platform running on
Raspberry Pi. We evaluate the performance of each scheme and
measure spatial and computational overheads.

Handling scheme
Delayed completion
Job pre-skip
∗:

I. I NTRODUCTION
Weakly-hard real-time systems have been studied to capture
the occasional miss of deadlines that a system can tolerate. The
common notation of a weakly-hard constraint is in the (m, K)
form, which specifies that at most m instances can miss their
deadlines among K consecutive instances. A certain level of
quality of service can be guaranteed, provided that such a
timing violation happens in a known and predictable way.
In the literature of weakly-hard systems, there are various
assumptions on how to handle a task’s instance (job) when
it has missed or is likely to miss the deadline. A job may
be terminated immediately when it misses its deadline, i.e.,
job abort. It may continue to execute to completion even if its
deadline has passed, i.e., delayed completion. A prediction can
be made such that only the jobs that are expected to complete
by their deadlines are executed, i.e., job pre-skip. One may
also decide to skip the next job if the current job is executing
over the next period, i.e., job post-skip. Table I summarizes
the classifications of previous weakly-hard studies based on
the above assumptions.
Prior work, however, has not considered a runtime framework to instantiate various deadline-miss handling options
and has not provided any comparative analysis among those
assumptions. Besides, an implementation cost, which is one of
the criteria to evaluate applicability in practical systems, has
not been thoroughly studied.
This paper presents our work-in-progress effort on developing a runtime framework for weakly-hard real-time systems.
Our framework includes systems primitives to support the
four aforementioned deadline-miss handling schemes, i.e.,
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Prior work
[6]∗ , [7]∗ , [3]

Job abort

[5], [8]
[6]∗ , [7]∗

multiple handling schemes are employed.

job abort, delayed completion, job pre-skip, and job postskip. The current version of our framework focuses on tasklevel fixed-priority scheduling and has been prototyped in the
Linux kernel on Raspberry Pi 3. The proposed framework
design approaches can also be applied to any operating system
(OS) that uses preemptive task scheduling with task control
blocks. We expect that our framework can serve as a basis to
build real-time applications with weakly-hard constraints and
facilitates the comparison of different weakly-hard schemes on
a real platform.
II. R ELATED WORK
Many weakly-hard studies have assumed the use of the
delayed completion scheme, in which a job continues to run
although it exceeds its deadline. In overloaded systems, the
work in [5] bounds temporary violations of deadlines by using
typical worst-case analysis (TWCA) and job arrival curves.
The work in [8] also uses the delayed completion scheme and
focuses on a taskset with utilization less than or equal to 1.
In [3], the author assumes that the execution of a job
is aborted if it does not finish within its deadline. This
assumption is to ensure that a delayed job from the previous
period does not affect the execution of the next released job.
With this assumption, tasksets with utilization more than 1 can
be schedulable, but the author has not provided details on the
safe recovery of task states after the job abortion.
To manage the overloaded situations, some prior work [6, 7]
has considered both the job abort and the job pre-skip schemes.
Ramanathan [7] classified jobs into mandatory and optional
ones such that only the mandatory jobs are guaranteed to be
schedulable in order to reduce the overall loads of the system.
The work in [6] also used similar classification approaches,
whereas the optional jobs may be executed by checking its
eligibility based on slack or predetermined patterns. Recently,
Zhishan et al. [4] proposed a new scheme for mixed-criticality
systems that drops jobs while guaranteeing the predefined level
of performance degradation of low-criticality tasks.

III. S YSTEM MODEL

Legend

Awake a task
Periodic task

System call

Create a thread

Our framework primarily considers task-level fixed-priority
preemptive scheduling in a uniprocessor system. For the task
model, we assume periodic tasks with weakly-hard constraints.

Call to register as a realtime task (SYSCALL)
User-space
Kernel-space
Initializer

Task model. Task τi is represented as follows:
τi := (Ci , Di , Ti , (mi , Ki ))
Ci : The execution time of each job of a task τi .
• Di : The relative deadline of each job of τi (Di ≤ Ti ).
• Ti : The period of τi .
• (mi , Ki ): The weakly-hard constraints of τi (mi < Ki ). If
τi is a hard real-time task, mi = 0 and Ki = 1.
The j-th job of a task τi is denoted as Ji,j .
Performance metrics. To evaluate the performance of
weakly-hard schedulers with different deadline-miss handling
schemes, we define the following metrics.
Def. 1. The effective utilization of a task τi , Uie (t), measures
the ratio of the time used for jobs that have met their deadlines
i
, where
during a given time interval t. Hence, Uie (t) = Ci ×M
t
Mi is the number of jobs completed by deadline during t.
The total effective utilization, U e (t), is thus the sum of the
effective utilization of all tasks P
in the system during a given
N
e
time interval t, i.e., U e (t) =
i=1 Ui (t), where N is the
e
number of tasks and U (t) cannot exceed 1.

Def. 2. The runtime utilization of a task τi , Uir (t), measures
the ratio of the time used for a task that has occupied the
processor during a given time t. Hence, Uir (t) = Rit(t) , where
Ri (t) is the processor time used by a task τi during t.

Timer : release & deadline

C

- Assign a real time priority
- Set a task as a real-time task
- Register a timer

- Interrupt at every cycle of a
periodic task
- Awake a sleeping task
- Stamp a release time (profiling)

Scheduler

Execution of a task

Repeat
Job complete
(SYSCALL)

Begin

A

B

•

Sequence in user-space

D

Complete sequence

- Put a task sleep
- Record a complete time (profiling)
- Wait until the next timer interrupt

- Trace tasks on the resource (profiling)

Fig. 1: Runtime mechanism for periodic task execution
Scheduler: In B , a scheduler determines the readiness of
periodic tasks based on the deadline-miss handling scheme
in use, and records task execution traces and resource usage.
• Timer: There are two timers involved for each periodic task.
First, the release timer ( C ) fires at the beginning of each
period of the task. The deadline timer fires when the task has
not completed its job execution and is still in running mode,
different sequences are followed based on the deadline-miss
handling used.
• Job completion sequence.: Once the task finishes its job
execution, it makes a job_complete system call to the
kernel ( D ). The system then puts the task into sleep mode
so that it waits until the next job is released by the timer.
Note that this mechanism shown in Fig. 1 is generally applicable to most OSs supporting preemptive task scheduling.
•

B. Job abort
In this scheme, a job is terminated immediately if it misses
its deadline. This scheme can be beneficial in the case where
a deadline-missed job will no longer need to run as the
remainder of its execution does not yield any gain.
However, the termination of a running job is not trivial in
the implementation. When a task misses its deadline, it needs
to be rolled back to its previous state so that its next job can
safely and correctly execute in the next period. This rollback
mechanism is typically done by creating a checkpoint [1].

The total runtime utilization, U r , is the sum of the runtime
utilization of all tasks in the system during time t, i.e., U r (t) =
P
N
r
r
e
i=1 Ui (t), and it cannot exceed 1. Also, U (t) ≥ U (t).
IV. RUNTIME F RAMEWORK

This section presents our framework to support the four
deadline-miss handling schemes mentioned in Section I: job
abort, delayed completion, job pre-skip and job post-skip. We
begin with a fundamental runtime mechanism for periodic
execution of tasks, and then present the detailed design of
each scheme based on it.
A. Periodic execution support
Fig. 1 illustrates the overview of our runtime mechanism
for periodic task execution, which is organized as user space
and kernel space. In the user space, a task can request specific
actions to the OS kernel as needed, e.g., registering a task as a
real-time task or putting it in sleep mode when the current job
finishes execution. In the kernel space, our runtime consists of
four core modules: initializer, scheduler, timer, and complete
sequence. We detail the functions of each module as follows:
• Initializer: The system registers a task as a periodic realtime task by assigning real-time priority, and creating release and deadline timers for this task in A .
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Task rollback. There are two types of rollback approaches
we may consider. The first is task-level checkpointing, where
each task creates its own checkpoints as part of execution and
implements a handler to recover from the stored checkpoints.
The second approach is system-level checkpointing, where the
OS or middleware creates each task’s checkpoint, e.g., by
storing all memory pages recently modified, and recovers the
task state when needed. In this work, we focus on the tasklevel approach due to its lower overhead that can be done in
three steps as follows:
• Step 1. Store a checkpoint: Since our rollback technique
is achieved in a task-level, a checkpoint is stored at the
beginning of a task execution. We used sigsetjmp in the
standard C library to save a program counter (PC) and a
stack pointer (SP)
• Step 2. Notify a deadline miss to the user space: If the
job has missed its deadline, the kernel notifies the task by
sending a signal.

•

Step 3. Recover from the checkpoint: By the signal
generated in Step 2, the signal handler of the task is
triggered so that the PC and SP are recovered from the
stored checkpoint by using siglongjmp.
TABLE II: Taskset 1
Tasks

T (Period) [ms]

C (WCET) [ms]

(m, K)

τ1

65

35

(2,4)

Priority
High

τ2

125

35

(2,4)

Middle

τ3

200

35

(2,4)

Low

However, there are two major drawbacks. The first is the
runtime overhead which may be high because the scheduler
needs to check the slack time (online) for job execution.
Moreover, especially when the average-case execution time is
much lower than the WCET, the scheduler may unnecessarily
skip jobs, which results in processor underutilization.
In this scheme, the release timer ( C ) is the major module
to be modified to enable the pre-skip scheme. The overall
sequence of the modified release timer is depicted in Fig. 4.
Timer ISR

Example. We have implemented this scheme in the Linux
kernel v4.9.76 running on Raspberry Pi 3, and tested the
operation of the job abort scheme by running a taskset given
in Table II. In Fig. 2, τ1 and τ2 are always schedulable while
J3,1 and J3,4 of Task 3 do not meet their deadlines.
J3,2

J3,1 Abort a job

3

J3,4

J3,3

Abort a job

If offline

Online/Of4line

Next release pattern = 1

No
(=>?_ABC=_DEFG = 0)

If online

SlackTime τ+ ≥ WCET+

No

(=>?_ABC=_DEFG = 0)

Do not wake up a task

Yes (=>?_ABC=_DEFG = 1)

J3,5

Wake up a task

Yes (=>?_ABC=_DEFG = 1)

2

Release the next instance

1

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

Time[sec]

0.4

0.5

Execution of a job

0.6

0.7

Release a job

0.8

Complete a job

0.9

1

Abort a job

Fig. 2: Job abort
C. Delayed completion
The delayed completion scheme allows a deadline-missed
job to continue to run until it completes. This scheme is
effective when the quality of service can be improved by the
execution of remainder of a deadline-missed job.
Under this scheme, however, if a job continues to run over
its deadline, the next released job is delayed by the execution
of the previous job. Thus, this scheme does not get benefit
from the weakly-hard concept in overloaded situations, i.e.,
taskset with total utilization is more than 1.
In order to realize the scheme, the task is put in sleep mode
only when the job just completed is the latest released job.
This is checked in by the job completion sequence module
( D in Fig. 1).
Example. As shown in Fig. 3, deadline-missed jobs are
running until it completes its execution under this scheme.
Delayed completion
J3,1

3

J3,2

0.2

0.3

Time[sec]

0.4

0.5

0.6

Execution of a job

0.7

0.8

Release a job

0.9

J3,5

1

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Time[sec]

0.5

0.6

Execution of a job

0.7

0.8

Release a job

0.9

1

Complete a job

Fig. 5: Job pre-skip (pattern)
E. Job post-skip
In this scheme, the scheduler allows a deadline-missed job
(released at j th ) continue to run, but it always skips the next
released job (released at j + 1th ) and keeps track of the index
of the job. Under this scheme, jobs are discarded occasionally,
resulting in degradation of the quality of service of a system.
Example. Under the job post-skip scheme, J3,2 and J3,5 are
skipped because the previous jobs have violated their deadlines
and affected the execution of the next released jobs, as shown
in Fig. 6.

1

0.1

J3,4

J3,3

2

2

0

J3,2

J3,1

3

Delayed completion
J3,5

J3,4

J3,3

Fig. 4: Timer sequence in job pre-skip scheme
Example. Under the offline approach, a predefined pattern of
1010 is applied to all tasks so that every other instance is
executed as depicted in Fig. 5. On the other hand, under the
online approach, jobs J3,2 , J3,3 , and J3,5 are executed based
on slack calculation.

1

Complete a job

J
3

Fig. 3: Delayed completion

J

3,1

3,2

Post-skip

J

J

3,3

J

3,4

3,5

Post-skip

2

D. Job pre-skip

1

0

The job pre-skip scheme determines whether to execute a
job or not at its release time (the release timer C of Fig. 1).
A decision for the execution can be made in either online or
offline. In case of the online approach, the system can use the
slack time of a task at the moment of its job release. In the
offline approach, a predetermined execution pattern is used,
e.g., 1010 where 1 means execution and 0 means skip.

0.1

0.2

0.3

Time[sec]

0.4

0.5

0.6

Execution of a job

0.7

0.8

Release a job

0.9

1

Complete a job

Fig. 6: Job post-skip
V. E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed framework in
the Linux kernel running on Raspberry Pi 3 (Quad Cortex
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Overheads [ sec]

9.7920
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6.0780
4.6360

5

1.5540
0

Mean
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5.6770
3.6980
2.0520

1.2500

2.5000

1.7180

0.2130

setjmp

siglongjmp

Overheads

0.1040
Pattern

Slack time

Fig. 7: Overheads of taskset
Fig. 7 summarizes the overhead measurement on Raspberry Pi
3. As can be seen, siglongjmp for the rollback mechanism
is the most costly operation. However, they are acceptably
small in µs units, compared to the WCET and periods typically
denoted in ms units.
Case study. For case study, we have selected a taskset given
in Table III where its total utilization is higher than 1.
TABLE III: Taskset 2 [6]
Tasks

T (Period) [ms]

C (WCET) [ms]

Skip parameter

τ1

6

1

2

τ2

7

4

2

τ3

19

5

2

Number of dynamic failures

This taskset is not schedulable under any conventional fixedpriority scheduler. However, if the RM-RTO1 algorithm of [6]
is used, the job execution pattern of each task is determined
as either 10 or 01 and this pattern can be realized by the jobskip scheme. Fig. 8 shows the result of dynamic failures2 of
104
3
2

Dynamic failures

31577

31577

25563

15035

1

0

0

Abort

Delayed completion

Pre-skip(slack)

Pre-skip(pattern)

Post-skip

Fig. 8: Dynamic failures of τ3 (total 31578 jobs released)
τ3 . As can be seen, the number of dynamic failures under the
pre-skip scheme (pattern) is zero, meaning that τ3 satisfies its
weakly-hard constraint. However, all the other schemes suffer
from a high number of dynamic failures.
1 RM-RTO
2A

stands for Rate Monotonic Red Task Only.
task experiences more than m deadline misses in a window of K jobs.
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Fig. 9 shows the observed effective and runtime utilization
values. The abort scheme shows the highest effective utilization and the pre-skip scheme (pattern) has the lowest. This
is because the pattern-based scheduling pessimistically skips
the execution of higher-priority tasks even if there is enough
processor time to use.
Effective/Runtime utilization

A53 @ 1.2GHz). The evaluation consists of two parts: the
measurement of computational overheads and the case study.
Overheads. For the computational overhead of our framework,
it is worth noting that the delayed completion and post-skip
schemes do not cause any additional cost other than those
for the periodic execution mechanism shown in Section IV-A.
However, under the job abort and job pre-skip schemes, there
are the following four major sequences that can cause extra
runtime overhead:
• sigsetjmp (job abort): the cost in the user space to create
a checkpoint
• siglongjmp (job abort): the cost in the kernel space to
send a signal to the user-space task
• Slack (job pre-skip): the cost of calculation of the slack
• Pattern (job pre-skip): a transition cost of pointing to the
next element in the pattern

1
0.8

0.9896
0.7996

Effective util
Runtime util

1.0000

0.8920
0.7713

0.7485 0.7485

0.7453

0.6

0.5064 0.5064

0.4
0.2
0

Abort

Delayed completion

Pre-skip(slack)

Pre-skip(pattern)

Post-skip

Handling scheme

Fig. 9: Total effective and runtime utilization
VI. C ONCLUSION
We proposed a unified runtime framework for multiple
deadline-miss handling schemes in weakly-hard real-time systems. The framework has been implemented in the Linux
kernel on Raspberry Pi with very low overhead, but it is
easily applicable to other OSs using fixed-priority preemptive schedulers. Experimental results show that, depending
on the deadline-miss handling scheme used, the number of
violations of weakly-hard constraints as well as utilization
metrics can vary significantly for the same taskset and a
different trend can be observed for other tasksets. These
results pave an interesting research direction to investigating
weakly-hard tasks under diverse experimental conditions and
new analysis techniques. In our current implementation, all
tasks in the system are governed by the same deadline-miss
handling scheme. This is in accordance with the assumptions
of prior work, but we expect that allowing each task to have a
different handling scheme would increase resource efficiency
and design flexibility. Furthermore, our framework can be
extended beyond task-level fixed-priority scheduling, e.g., a
job-class-level fixed-priority scheduler [2] to be presented in
RTAS 2019. It can also be used as an assessment tool for the
issues that have not studied much in the weakly-hard context
such as an inter-task dependency, shared resources, multicore
systems, and temporal interference from contention in cache
and main memory.
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variety of extensions that are necessary to investigate timing,
feasibiliy as well as functional and non-functional behavior
of automotive software. Several commercial tools exist to
analyze software distribution potentials, reliability, response
time, safety, or other quality attributes from companies such
as Inchron, Symtavision, Vector and others. Memory mapping,
that is the major focus in this paper, highly influences such
quality attributes and forms a major challenge in the design
process of automotive systems.
This paper outlines challenges and solutions for mapping
memory in non uniform memory access (NUMA) architectures. The distribution of data across different memories of
different types considers access types, access costs, access
rates, contention, blocking, and various hardware properties.
Finding the optimal memory mapping in general is a NPcomplete problem [8].

Abstract—While embedded real time software is predominantly analyzed regarding task response times, memory mapping
is often assumed to be static and is either defined by the
system designer or by default set to affinity locations of software
components mainly working with the respective memory.
This paper’s work analyses memory mapping from several
viewpoints and proposes solutions to mitigate temporal costs
introduced by accessing data distributed across NUMA architectures. Therefore, event chains, response times, activation patterns,
contention, as well as a variety of hardware properties such as
memory type, memory size, memory access type, and memory
affinities are taken into account. Evolutionary Algorithms, Constraint Programming, and a dedicated heuristic are outlined that
minimize costs influenced by the data to memory mapping.
Additionally, label mapping costs are analyzed regarding ECU
networks consisting of buses, hardware hierarchies, and arbitrary
connections of ports and hardware entities. This analysis is
accompanied with an assessment of typical domain related formal
timing verification methods.
It is expected that the presented label mapping solutions significantly reduce overheads produced by network communication
as well as contention effects of memory accesses.
Index Terms—AMALTHEA, APP4MC, AUTOSAR, Memory
Mapping, Automotive

II. R ELATED W ORK

I. I NTRODUCTION
The mapping of code, constants, and shared variables affects
the timing properties of real-time systems especially in distributed, heterogeneous, and mixed-critical environments such
as the automotive domain. System designers may overlook optimal mapping solutions due to a variety of constraints emerging from safety, affinity, timing, reliability, fault-tolerance, and
similar demands. Since the modeling of comprehensive system
environments is common practice in the automotive industry, new technologies can cope with problems automatically
without the need of manual error prone processes and address
problems on a much broader and abstract level. For example,
centralization effects can be investigated in early design phases
without the need of hardware validation, actual software
implementation, or simulation via formal model analysis.
AUTOSAR1 is the major architecture used by car manufacturers and different tier suppliers in the automotive industry.
AMALTHEA2 comes with the open source APP4MC3 platform and is an AUTOSAR compliant model that features a
1 Automotive

Open System Architecture www.autosar.org, accessed 01.2019
by the AMALTHEA model http://eclip.se/fn, accessed 02.2019
3 www.eclipse.org/app4mc, accessed 01.2019
2 provided
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The Real-Time Calculus [12] (RTC) calculates end-to-end
delays, buffer requirements, or throughput of networked systems as a Matlab toolbox. While RTC is able to assess realtime properties, deployment feasibility, and more, it neither
assesses nor provides adaptations to memory mapping.
Schneider [11] outlines challenges and requirements of
memory management units for automotive ECUs and investigates approaches of the general purpose world regarding protection granularity, memory efficiency, and real-time behavior.
The publication clearly shows the importance and relevance of
sophisticated memory management for the automotive domain.
The PhD thesis by Kumar [8] presents the data layout problem which corresponds this paper’s label mapping problem and
presents different formulations to solve the problem are given.
However, this paper targets different optimization goals than
minimizing memory stalls, conflicting accesses, and off-chip
memory accesses.
In [4], Broquedis et al. advance the OpenMP runtime to
dynamically perform thread an memory placement to provide
dynamic load distribution under application requirements and
hardware constraints such as affinities. In contrast, this paper’s
approaches account memory utilization offline in order to
provide a static mapping which complies to the AUTOSAR
standard and consider timing and network constraints specifically.

Antony et al. [1] account various memory placements along
with access latencies and memory bandwidth assessments
on different NUMA platforms running Solaris and Linux.
Although the benchmarks do not cover specific real-time
properties, results show that local placement is not always the
best strategy and sophisticated mapping significantly improves
application performance.
Avissar et al. present in [2] a compiler based approach
to automatically partition data among memory units using
binary ILP. The used system model is close to this paper’s
model and corresponds the minimization of label mapping
costs lmc (cf. Table I). The contribution of this paper goes
beyond [2] via considering AUTOSAR related constraints,
analyzing response times, and incorporating sophisticated network structures, e.g. the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus.
Along with the real-time community, there have further
been label mapping solutions along with [3], [5], and others,
however, none of those cover the specific structure given in
this paper (cf. Table I).

of four different types as well as two processors. Response
times are predominantly influenced by the access times to
different memory (e.g. global / local RAM, NVRAM, ROM,
EEPROM, Flash etc. ) as well as the size, access rate, and
access type of variables (i.e. labels) that are accessed across
the platform. For instance, the processor on SOC1 can take
between 2 and 3 cycles to access LRAM1, whereas access to
the Flash memory cache can be 20 cycles or more. While most
of the existing research assumes static worst case memory
access costs driven by contention, blocking, and scheduling,
a sophisticated network as shown in Figure 1 comprises a
broad heterogeneous NUMA structure that needs to consider
the dynamics of protocols, connection handler acceleration
properties, access patterns, and port interfaces in order to make
memory mapping as efficient as possible.
The system model of Table I outlines properties used by
solutions presented in Section IV.
TABLE I
S YSTEM M ODEL

III. S YSTEM M ODEL
According to the AUTOSAR model, software is predominantly comprised by runnables grouped into tasks and label
accesses that represent access to shared or private data. Grouping runnables into tasks and a more detailed task model has
been covered in previous work such as [7] and reduces the
subsequently described approaches’ complexity due to lower
amounts of entities featuring combined properties. Figure 1
shows a typical constellation of an ECU subset in the automotive context. The entire ECU network usually consists of
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Fig. 1. ECU network example with Ports, Connections, Memories, Connectionhandler, and HWStructures

significantly more ECUs but is omitted here for comprehension purposes. The same holds for detailed views of ECUs 2 –
4. The example is constructed by means of the AMALTHEA
model and consists of ports, internal and external connections,
connection handlers, memories, and computational elements
on various abstraction levels, e.g. DSPs, CPUs, GPUs, microcontrollers, etc. Connections within a connection handler are
denoted as internal connections. Ports can be defined as
initiators or responders and can implement interfaces such
as CAN, Flexray, LIN, MOST, Ethernet, SPI, I2C, AXI,
ABH, APB, or SWR. ECU1 features five memory instances

CAN
message
transmission time
Response time
Queuing delay

Index / Calculation
index = n
index = p, ordered by priority such that
τ0 is the highest priority task
dp = deadline of task τp
index = i (
1 if rn mapped to pui
rmn,i =
0 otherwise
index = j
msj = memory size of mj
rmli,j = rml between pui and mj
wmli,j = wml between pui and mj
index = k
lsk = label size of lk
an = activation rate (period) of rn ,
ap = activation of task τp
rln = read labels of rn
wln = written
( labels of rn
1 if lk mapped to mj
lmk,j =
0 otherwise
see Eq. 1; lmck,j = cumulated costs
for mapping lk to memory mj
index of CAN messages = c,
see Eq. 4
see Eq. 5, Eq. 7
see Eq. 6

Each AUTOSAR runnable refers to an activation and contains label write or read accesses to arbitrary labels. Consequently, the total label mapping cost is derived from the binary
label mapping lmk,j , activation rates an , read and written labels rln , wln , runnable mapping rm (to processing units), and
read as well as write latencies between processing units and
memories wml, rml. The latter is of major importance, since
those latencies comprise sophisticated networks as shown in
Figure 1.
The overall label mapping cost calculation is given in Eq. 1
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and defines one of the mapping process’ optimization goals.
X
lmc =
lmck,j
k

=

X X
n

rln

(an · rmli,j ) +

with rmn,i = 1

X
wln

!

(an · wmli,j )

(1)

In order to derive wmli,j and rmli,j , i.e. write and read
latency values, ports, connections, interfaces, bit width of
connections, label sizes, and protocol properties must be
considered. For instance, when considering the CAN protocol,
worst case latencies must be derived for the messages passed
between ECUs. Since tasks can have deadlines greater than
their periods [10], the worst case release times of a task
may be shifted to their next period. Typically, the start of
transmitting a CAN message is likely to occur at the end of a
tasks execution by e.g. following the implicit communication
paradigm. Accordingly, we need to assume that the release
times of CAN messages are shifted as well. As a result, we
consider the level-c busy period for CAN messages, i.e. the
maximum consecutive amount of time the CAN network is
occupied by messages that have an equal or greater priority
then message c.
An analytic approach for determining worst case response
times in CAN networks in consideration of busy-periods is
presented in
P[9].cAfter ensuring that the bus utilization is less
than one ( c C
Tc ≤ 1), they determine the duration tc of a
level-c busy period by the recurrence relation in Eq. 2.


X
tc + Jv
tc = Bc +
Cv
(2)
Tv
∀v∈hp(c)∪c

The minimal interval between two occurrences of the v-th
higher priority (hp) message is represented by Tv and equals
the sending tasks period for periodically sent messages resp.
their minimal inter-arrival time in sporadic send messages.
As CAN messages are naturally non-preemptive, the blocking
time Bc introduced by lower priority (lp) messages on the
channel needs to be considered. Since at most one lower
priority message can block the channel, the blocking time
equals the highest transmission time Cc among all lower
priority messages.
Eq. 3 defines the payload of a CAN message sc as the sum
of label sizes being exchanged and consequently defines the
communication.
X
sc =
lsk
k:lk ∈(rln̂ ∧wlň )
(3)
with î 6= ǐ for rmn̂,î , rmň,ǐ

The payload calculation is accompanied by the assumption that
the communicating entities (here, rn̂ and rň ) are mapped to
different processing units (puî , puǐ , î 6= ǐ) that are connected
through a CAN network.
The maximum transmission time Cc depends on the identifier format and is derived as in Eq. 4, with τbit being the
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transmission time for a single bit. Usually, τbit can be derived
from the CAN network’s baud rate. The constants are obtained
from CAN properties such as bit stuffing that includes CRC
bits, error frames, as well as control, arbitration and data fields.
A more detailed outline can be found at [9].
(
(55 + 10sc ) τbit for 11-bit identifiers
Cc =
(4)
(80 + 10sc ) τbit for 29-bit identifiers
The worst-case response time Rc (q) for the q-th instance
of a message c is obtained as stated in Eq. 5 by summing
up the queuing jitter Jc , the queuing delay Wc (q), and the
transmission time Cc . Subtracting qTc , with Tc being the
period of message c results in the relative worst case response
time for the q-th instance. The queuing jitter Jc is derived from
hardware profiling. An analytical jitter derivation is omitted
here.
Rc (q) = Jc + Wc (q) − qTc + Cc

(5)

The queuing delay Wc (q) for the q-th instance of c is
determined using the recurrence relation in Eq. 6.
Wc (q) = Bc + qCc +

X

∀v∈hp(c)




Wc + Jv + τbit
Cv
Tv

(6)

Finally, the worst case response time of a message c is
determined by reducing the individual values Rc (q) for all
instances to their maximum value.
In addition to the metrics of Table I that define the quality
and responsiveness of automotive memory mapping, offload
copy operations can be further incorporated for advanced computing environments using accelerators or GPUs. Therefore,
label read operations must be extended with additional write
operations and vise versa. Such consideration forms a potential
extension of this work’s current state.
Another important assumption for calculating response
times as well as event chain latencies across a networked
environment is the incorporation of extended instruction sets
respectively ticks in terms of AMALTHEA 0.9.3. For instance,
the amount of ticks required for executing a complex image
processing application significantly differs when being executed on a GPU vs CPU. Therefore, this paper uses traditional
response time analysis for mixed preemptive fixed priority
tasks using recurrence relation [10] (based on Eq. 7) that
incorporates mapping decisions and varying instruction sets
correspondingly.
Rp = Cp +

X  Rp 
· Cq
Tq

(7)

q∈hp(p)

Here, Cp and Cq provide different values in regard to the
processing unit they are mapped to. Additionally, the worst
case response times are validated to be smaller than the task
deadlines ∀p : Rp < dp .

IV. M EMORY M APPING

considerations. First results show that the EA generates better
results than the heuristic and the CP approach. Although
the CP approach has powerful paradigms to model various
constraints, its implementation requires careful analysis in
order to keep the resolution time appropriate. Measured results
(plots) of the approaches are expected soon.

The label mapping has been implemented as a heuristic, an
evolutionary algorithm (EA), and a constraint programming
(CP) approach. The heuristic is a straight forward greedy
approach that maps labels ordered by size to the memory
featuring the lowest lmck,j value. If a memory is full, the
memory with the next lowest lmck,j value is chosen.
The EA uses the jenetics java library4 . The fitness function
is presented in Eq. 8 where S denotes a chromosome, Rp
the mean task response time, and Rc the mean CAN message
response time. Additionally, each fitness is accompanied by
Eq. 9 in order to ensure the memory size constraint. The
different entities of the fitness function require additional
factors in order to equally influence the overall fitness.
X
(8)
∀S : fS =
lmck,j (S) + Rp (S) + Rc (S)

VI. C ONCLUSION
The presented description of typical memory mapping constraints under a variety of automotive specific hardware properties as well as the consideration of CAN network properties as
an example, provides valuable insights into modern memory
mapping for networked, heterogeneous, mixed-critical, realtime systems. Although results are not available yet, the formal
outline and description of the approaches present important
characteristics and foundations for memory mapping analysis
in the automotive domain.

l

∀mj :

X

l:lmk,j =1

lsk ≤ msj

R EFERENCES

(9)

The CP approach to the label mapping problem uses the
choco library5 and consists of a boolean variable matrix for
the label to memory mapping (i.e. a binary lm representation),
the cost variable array lmck,j , as well as the memory load
variable array ml, and the tc variable. All these variables are
distinct for each solution. Solutions are required to satisfy the
following five constraints. A sum constraint on each array
of the lm matrix ensures that each label is exactly mapped
once. A scalar constraint across lm and lmck,j ensures that
the mapping costs are derived from the label mapping and
according label access costs for each label based on Eq. 1. A
sum constraint over lmck,j calculates lmc. Finally, a scalar
constraint calculates the sum of label sizes assigned to a
memory and ensures along an arithmetical constraint that this
sum does not exceed the memory size. The latter is applied to
each memory. Alternatively, the latter arithmetical constraint
can be replaced by a binpacking constraint.
V. R ESULTS AND A SSESSMENTS
Given the above mentioned methodologies to map labels to
memory of the hardware, results are assessed by
1) the average task response
P time Rp
2) the network load nl = v Cv , and
3) the total label access cost lmc
4) the cumulated
latencies of event chains
ˇl = P W CLec with W CL denoting the worst case
ec
latency of an event chain considering the label mapping.
The description of event chains and their latency calculation is
given in [6]. While the CAN response time analysis has been
implemented as well as the rudimental evolutionary and constraint programming approaches, some integration work (especially according to minimizing W CLec ) is still necessary in
order to combine the label mapping with temporal coherency
4 http://jenetics.io,

accessed 02.2019
accessed 02.2019

5 http://www.choco-solver.org,
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Abstract—A key design goal of safety-critical control systems
is the verifiable compliance with a specific quality objective
in the sense of the quality of control. Corresponding to these
requirements, the underlying real-time operating system has to
provide resources and a certain quality of service, mainly in the
form of timing guarantees.
For the design of efficient real-time control systems, considering only the quality of service is insufficient as it is
firmly intertwined with the quality of control: First of all, the
actual timing has a significant and nontrivial influence on the
quality of control. Vice versa, the temporal precision required to
provide a certain quality of control may vary considerably with
environmental situation and disturbance. Consequently, qualityof-service requirements are not fixed but may vary depending on
the execution context.
We present our ongoing work on quality-aware adaptive realtime control systems, addressing three challenges: evaluating
quality of control under consideration of varying timing, static
worst-case verification, and quality-aware scheduling at runtime.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Compliance with an application-specific physical specification is a primary design objective of real-time control systems:
in a vehicle, this is, for example, to keep lane in a centimeter tolerance range. Further improvement (i.e., millimeter
accuracy) does not lead to further increase in specification
compliance or general benefit. Accordingly, from a controltheoretical point of view, the system must be designed and
assessed to provide a sufficient Quality of Control (QoC) under
all possible environmental conditions (e.g., wind). Typically,
the QoC is quantified using a quadratic cost function
J = xT Qx + uT Ru
based on the state error x and the control-signal u: small
deviation from the desired state x = 0 and small actuation
correspond to minimum cost J and therefore maximum QoC.
Control systems periodically sample the state of the physical
system via sensors, compute the required control signal, and
send it to the actuators. Due to this close connection to
the outside physical world, real-time control is particularly
sensitive to timing variations: In the example of a moving car,
sampling the position a later time results in a different value
because the car has continued moving. This measurement
deviation may reduce the precision of a lane keeping system.
In general, any deviation from the assumed temporal properties may negatively impact the QoC [1]–[3]. Thus, the realtime operating system is tuned for accurate timing of computation and input/output to provide an appropriate Quality
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of Service (QoS) to the control application running on top.
Here, accurate refers to common assessment criteria such as
deadline adherence or periodicity (i.e., absence of jitter). In
practice, the prevailing point of view is that overall QoC
should be optimized by maximizing the QoS, which boils
down to tightening temporal bounds [2], [4].
In contrast, current trends in real-time systems foster a
well-directed renouncement from this rigid interpretation by
moving away from achieving the best possible QoS towards
one that is good enough: approaches such as dynamically
reconfigurable systems or mixed-criticality scheduling trade
accuracy to boost average performance while easing system
design as well as worst-case handling. For example, mixedcriticality scheduling [5], [6] provides multiple criticality
levels, each with the expectation of a certain quality. Such
approaches are, however, typically limited to QoS-guarantees
for each criticality level (e.g., control tasks may change timing
or even be omitted) . Consequently, it is assumed that there is a
static mapping between the QoS and the actually relevant QoC.
This static assumption is, for example, also shared by feedback
scheduling techniques [1], [7], [8]. Ultimately, deadlines may
even be intentionally violated for runtime adaptivity. A vivid
example is weakly-hard scheduling of control tasks [9] such
that in any window of m execution periods deadlines only
have to be met for at least n < m times. In summary,
control applications will be faced with more dynamic realtime computing systems, whose timing behavior will be less
predictable than it used to be.
Although environmental conditions and QoS (i.e., deviations
from the assumed input/output timing) are both determining
factors for the QoC, the latter are neither typically considered
in the traditional design process nor is the relationship between
QoC and QoS trivial.
In previous work [10], [11], we showcased that the dynamic
behavior caused by varying timing (QoS) can be counterintuitive. Figure 1 illustrates an example of this effect on the
controller of an inverted pendulum. The theoretical framework
will be presented later, whereas here we will focus on the
results from a real-time systems perspective. The system is
subject to varying input and output timing (∆t/T ), that is
reading the sensor and writing the actuator values is not
performed periodically as assumed during controller design,
but with a certain jitter. At first (t < 10), the system is operated
without delays. Increasing the actuation delay at t = 10 has a
limited immediate effect but instead causes a gradual increase

II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
In summary, control applications will be faced with more
dynamic real-time computing systems, whose timing behavior
will be less predictable than it used to be. Runtime adaptivity
and scheduling typically focus on QoS bounds, disregarding
the susceptibility of control applications to timing variations.
At the same time, verifiable compliance with a specific QoC is
a key design goal in many settings. Consequently, any stability
verification has to factor in non-perfect timing, which is, as
illustrated by our example, a non-trivial task.
We identified the primary problem to be the nontrivial
mapping of QoS and QoC as well as the fundamentally
different approaches to the development and verification for
control and real-time systems.
In this paper, we therefore address three challenges to ease
the design of adaptive yet verifiable real-time control systems:
(1) Evaluation of a time-dependent QoC for varying sensor/actuator timing in adaptive real-time systems. (2) Static
analysis1 and verification of feedback control systems under
consideration of timing variations. (3) A real-time executive that saves resources by adapting QoS, but still respects
application-specific QoC goals.
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in cost J (i.e., decrease in QoC). Upon switching back to
better timing at t = 20, a short-time adverse effect occurs
before the costs have returned to acceptable levels at t = 21.
A static approximation of QoC as a function of the current
timing, an assumption often underpinning embedded control
systems design [12]–[14], fails to describe these memory-like
behaviors, in which the QoC also depends on the history: At
t = 10 and t = 19, the timing is the same, however the QoC
is completely different.
Additionally, the influence of QoS on QoC varies between
different various sensors and actuators, which is important for
the design: In this example the sensor delay (t = 30 . . . 40)
has less impact than the actuator delay, which suggest that the
actuator should be given a higher priority than the sensor.
Existing approaches to evaluate the QoC under consideration of the actual runtime behavior, such as JITTERBUG [15],
typically operate on stationary scenarios. In the example of
a car, this translates to constant driving conditions and a
fixed level of criticality for the control tasks. This means
that dedicated QoS levels (timing conditions) are considered
individually and the effects are only evaluated time-averaged.
Therefore, the aforementioned behavior at transitions between
different conditions cannot be analyzed.
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Figure 1. Quality-of-control evaluation for a controlled inverse pendulum for
time-varying actuation and sampling delays [11]. The top figure shows the
delay normalized to the control period, where 0 is the perfect timing for which
the controller was designed. The bottom figure shows the cost over time, where
1 is the performance for perfect timing and larger values correspond to worse
Quality of Control, i.e., larger amplitude of error and control signal.

dynamic reconfigurability and mixed-criticality scheduling to
boost average performance. Our goal is to achieve the benefits
of such approaches without loosing the indispensable feature
of traditional static scheduling: guaranteed QoC.
We, therefore, present our ongoing work on Quality-Aware
Responsive Real-Time Control Systems (QRONOS), an approach to (a) model and quantify average-case QoC in a timedependent manner, (b) incorporate non-deterministic input and
output timing in the design of controllers and ease verification of the resulting worst-case QoC, and (c) leverage that
knowledge by a quality-aware design of the real-time operating
system executing the controllers.
In the following sections, we go through these aspects and
detail our previous and ongoing work as well as provide an
outlook on our future challenges and steps.
A. Average-Case Analysis of Quality of Control
As a first step, we focused on average-case QoC evaluation,
i.e., how well the system performs typically. Besides QoS in
the form of non-perfect input/output timing, we consider the
influence of stochastic physical disturbance (e.g., side wind),
measurement noise and control situation (e.g., fast curve vs.
straight road). For this complex system model, we developed a
QoC evaluation scheme in [11] that can quantify the combined
negative impacts of said effects. To gain insight into the
dynamic behavior at changing timing, e.g., due to a changing
criticality level in mixed-criticality-scheduling, we introduce a
noise-averaged, but time-dependent QoC, roughly equivalent
to the performance over time for typical disturbance.
Formally, this is modeled as the time-dependent expectation value EN {J(t)} about the noise N , where J(t) is
the cost function from Section I, which weights physical
state and control signal amplitude. To compute this averaged
QoC without averaging over a multitude of simulations with
different random sequences for disturbance and measurement
noise, a scheme to directly evaluate this expectation was
developed. It is based on first reformulating the problem as
a linear impulsive system, which combines continuous and

III. T HE QRONOS A PPROACH
We present our vision on the design and verification of adaptive real-time control systems with non-deterministic input and
output timing. These complex real-time systems with multiple applications and controllers can significantly profit from
1 Note to readers with a control systems background: The term static
analysis from software engineering refers to analysis which happens “offline”
before a program or system is run, in contrast to dynamic analysis. Despite
its name, static analysis does indeed consider the system dynamics (transient
behavior); it should not be confused with “analysis of the stationary case”.
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x2
safety verification

actual worst-case
simulations

which typically require additional informal explanation of the
timing model, hybrid automata are a machine-readable precise
formal description directly suitable for automatic verification.
As with any form of static analysis, the fundamental challenges are soundness, feasibility, and tight bounds: For the
example of a car, we strive to prove that the worst-case track
deviation is less than a few centimeters, not meters. Figure 2
illustrates that the bounds shown by verification can significantly exceed the actual worst case, requiring unnecessary
safety margins in the design. Our preliminary experiments with
existing tools indicate that verification is feasible with useful
bounds in some cases yet challenging in general [16].
Therefore, we are currently pursuing an alternative approach
to worst-case verification: instead of proving stability in the
presence of jitter, we eliminate the jitter for input and output operations altogether. This obligation requires the realtime system to increase its QoS to the maximum. For its
implementation, a well-established method is to resort to a
completely static schedule and sound WCET analysis of all
control activities. However, sensors and actuators must admit
deterministic response times, which typically excludes smart
sensors with internal signal processing. In turn, we can resort
to traditional stability verification of feedback control loops.
We show how to nonetheless benefit from adaptive real-time
system techniques and our QoC model in the next section.
Outlook: While numerous techniques for the efficient verification of discrete-time controllers exist, to the best of our
knowledge, none of them supports timing uncertainties as
presented in our timing model [16], which addresses real-time
systems with multiple sensors and actuators by introducing
periodic timing windows. Therefore, future work will entail
an extension of existing techniques such as [17], [18].

x1

Figure 2. The bounds for the physical state x obtained by a finite number of
simulations are too optimistic, whereas safety verification is too pessimistic.

discrete dynamics to model the plant as well as sampling
and actuation of the discrete-time controller respectively. As a
second step, a stochastic discretization is applied, from which
the QoC is computed. The algorithms are currently available
for deterministic or discrete stochastic timing [11].
Figure 1 gives the results of our QoC model for the
inverted pendulum example discussed in Section I. Here,
a deterministic (non-random) timing sequence was used for
simplicity. This example is particularly suited to our approach
as it demonstrates the possible efficiency gains: The model
returns the exact result in a fraction of a second, whereas
averaging over a multitude of simulations requires over five
hours for an approximation with about 3 percent error [11].
With this, we offer a systematic approach for evaluating the
temporal development of the QoC. We consider this a vital
step towards an accurate usage of QoC as an evaluation metric
in dynamic and adaptive real-time settings, such as mixedcriticality scheduling, and as a basis for further research on
co-design of real-time control systems. Since our approach
takes traditionally-designed control systems as input, it can be
applied to evaluate the impact of timing on existing systems.
Outlook: We are currently working on further reduction of
the computational effort and extending the efficiency gains to
a wider problem class. The aim is to use the model (a) also
for complex control systems with multiple inputs and outputs
and (b) at runtime for QoC-aware timing adaptation.

C. Quality-Aware Real-Time Executive
To tackle the challenge of saving resources without violating the application-specific QoC requirements, we propose a
quality-aware real-time executive. That is, operating system
support and scheduling instrumentation to make the QoC a
first-class citizen equal to QoS, i.e., temporal parameters.
Therefore, we are working on an additional scheduler module that applies to jobs with control activities. Based on a
simplified variant of the QoC-model from Section III-A, the
module adapts release times and deadlines such that it leverages the situation-dependent reserves (i.e., margin between
current and specified QoC) to boost average performance and
overall runtime flexibility. At the same time, it ensures that
adverse effects of varying timing (cf. Section I) are considered
and do not jeopardize stability.
As mentioned earlier, worst-case stability analysis of feedback control under the assumption of non-deterministic timing
is still subject to research. We find that even with progress
in this direction it will be infeasible to verify dynamically
scheduled real-time systems with QoC-dependent adaptation
of QoS. Therefore, we propose a hybrid execution model
where the system switches to a pre-computed, time-triggered
schedule whenever a pessimistic QoC-model anticipates a

B. Worst-Case Analysis of Quality of Control
The average-case QoC discussed in the previous section is
important to quantify how the system will behave typically.
On the other hand, it is equally important to show that the
physical system always stays within safety bounds, even in
the rare but possible worst case.
While randomized simulation is a pragmatic approach to
assess the average performance, it is generally incapable of
proving worst-case properties, due to the infeasible number of
possible execution flows and timings. As visualized in Fig. 2,
simulations can only determine an optimistic lower bound of
the worst case. Instead, we opt for a sound overapproximation
of worst-case behavior by verification methods.
Currently, we are working on worst-case verification of realtime control systems with uncertain input and output timing
by modeling them as hybrid automata [16]. As with the linear
impulsive systems used in Section III-A, hybrid automata
allow combining the discrete-time and continuous-time aspects
of a real-time control system. Unlike linear impulsive systems,
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potential violation of the minimal QoC in the next control
step. To yield worst-case guarantees, this model based on
Section III-B assumes worst QoS and disturbance.
We call this switching to a static schedule (i.e., deterministic
input and output timing) and a verified controller setting (i.e.,
stability and WCET) our safety net. While in this mode, the
QoC will recover verifiably.
This combination of an optimistic QoC-aware and a deterministic safety mode is an ideal supplement to established
approaches, such as mixed-criticality scheduling. In contrast to
traditional scheduling approaches, it is the potential violation
of the QoC that indicates a change in criticality whereas
control activities are otherwise categorized as low-criticality
jobs. Additionally, control-theoretical approaches exist to implement controllers with graded assurance levels, for example,
the Simplex architecture as used in [19]: regularly, a controller
that performs well in the average case (here: optimistic mode)
but does not offer worst-case guarantees is used. If an unsafe
situation is imminent, a safety mechanism switches to a safety
controller (here: safety mode) that offers strict worst-case
guarantees but performs worse in the average case.
Outlook: We are currently working on an efficient implementation of the QoC-model and the safety net based
on LitmusRT [20]. Here, we investigate the potential for an
offline analysis of all possible QoC conditions and to thereof
derive a lookup table to eliminate the computational overhead.
A further promising candidate that we currently investigate
for runtime QoC evaluation are machine-learning approaches.
For the safety mechanism, we are working on the control
theoretical question of a verifiable design such that it does not
activate too often, but still provides provable safety guarantees.
Solving worst-case QoC verification for uncertain timing
will permit a relaxation of the deterministic safety mode. Then,
only timing bounds instead of timing instants will have to be
guaranteed, which greatly simplifies the implementation.

systems. Its key features are models to capture the non-trivial
relation of QoC and QoS for both average-case and worst-case.
Future work will be directed towards the realization of the
proposed approach, especially theory and implementation of
the safety mechanism, QoC prediction and worst-case analysis.
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IV. S UMMARY
Real-time control systems face a fundamental design conflict between real-time system and controller design: to improve flexibility and efficient resource usage, design goals are
shifting from deterministic execution towards good enough
QoS properties with weaker guarantees. However, degraded
temporal properties, in particular, any variation in sensor or
actuator timing, can jeopardize quality-of-control guarantees.
To solve this conflict between efficiency and QoC guarantees, we propose a holistic approach with two modes: an
optimistic mode uses dynamic scheduling and adapts the QoS
of the control application to the lowest value permitted by
current and future QoC. Verification of this mode is generally
infeasible. Thus, we provide worst-case guarantees instead by
switching to a safety mode if the minimum permissible QoC
is about to be violated. This safety mode uses time-triggered,
deterministic scheduling to facilitate QoC verification.
We consider our approach a vital step towards the use
of runtime dynamics and adaptivity in safety-critical control
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periods which maximize the control performance. This problem was first formulated by our previous work [2], which
proposed a combinatorial search method for simple control
applications with only sequential data dependencies between
runnables. This paper further develops the original method
for more complex applications. For that, a control application
is modeled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of runnables
with data dependencies represented as directed edges between
runnables. Also the control performance of the application
is modeled as a linear cost function of control period and
end-to-end delay. Combining the DAG model and the control
cost model, we formulate a new optimization problem which
minimizes the control cost by controlling runnable periods.
As an initial effort towards a general solution for arbitrary
DAG models, we first present a preliminary solution for a
limited set of DAG models, more specifically, which has no
crossing node in the middle of the graph. With crossing nodes,
we mean a node with multiple input edges or multiple output
edges. When solving the problem, we try to find an analytical
method which does not require time-consuming search process. For that, we transform our optimization problem with
n runnable periods to an alternative optimization problem
of only 3 free variables. Although this simplification gives
up the optimality, we can find an analytical way that uses
the Lagrange multiplier method that finds the near-optimal
solution. Our evaluation result shows that the performance loss
compared to the optimal solution is only under or about 3%
for our test set.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows: Next section gives a brief background and describes our problem. In
Section III, our AUTOSAR runnable scheduling method is
formally presented. Section IV gives the evaluation results.
Finally, Section V concludes this paper with an emphasis on
our remaining future works.

Abstract—Automobile control applications should extract the
best possible control performance out of its underlying hardware resources like CPU. Since the control application’s timing
behavior heavily affects the control performance, this paper
focuses on optimizing the control performance by finding the
proper scheduling parameters for a given control application.
We specifically target the industry standard AUTOSAR software
architecture where the application’s timing behavior is collectively determined by runnable periods. Runnable is a small
function with its trigger condition such as execution period.
With this motivation, this paper proposes a novel method that
systematically finds the optimal runnable periods that maximize
the control performance. Instead of using time-consuming combinatorial searches, our method analytically finds the near-optimal
runnable periods, which, as our evaluation result shows, has only
about 3% of performance loss.
Index Terms—AUTOSAR, Runnable Scheduling, Runnable
Periods, Control-Scheduling Co-Design

I. I NTRODUCTION
When developing automobile control applications, AUTOSAR (AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture) has been
widely accepted as the standard software architecture. In
AUTOSAR, a control application is developed as a set of
software components where each software component is also
composed of a number of runnables, which is a small function
with a trigger condition such as its execution period. Since
AUTOSAR uses real-time operating systems as its underlying
execution environment, runnables with identical periods are
grouped together forming a number of real-time periodic tasks.
Thus for the timing perspective, determining each runnable’s
period plays a critical role when integrating the system.
For this critical runnable periods decision, the current
approach is usually ad-hoc where each runnable’s function
developer simply decides his or her runnable’s period based
on their previous experiences regarding how it affects the
overall control performance. Note that a control application’s
timing behavior heavily affects the system’s resulting control
performance [1]. Thus the industry needs a new systematic
approach for the runnable periods decision for the purpose of
both enhanced control performance and reduced manufacturing cost.
With this motivation, this paper presents an AUTOSAR
runnable scheduling method, which finds the optimal runnable

II. BACKGROUND AND P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
A. System Model
This paper considers an AUTOSAR-based automobile control application, which is designed as a set of N software components {C1 , C2 , · · · , CN }. Each software component Ci is
also composed of a number of runnables {ri1 , ri2 , · · · , ri|Ci | }
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C. Schedulability Constraint

2

Sensor

4

Actuator

Fig. 1. Example DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) representing a AUTOSAR
software component made of seven runnables with one input sensor and one
output actuator

where |Ci | denotes the number of runnables in Ci . We assume
that each runnable rij is required to be periodically triggered.
As an initial effort, this paper assumes simple control
applications with only a single software component. Thus,
without loss of generalization, our system can be formally
described as a set of n runnables denoted by
{r1 , r2 , · · · , rn }.

Each runnable ri is also denoted by

When integrating the runnables on an execution platform,
runnables are mapped to proper real-time periodic tasks. One
simple approach is to make n respective periodic tasks for
each runnable, which can produce too many tasks. More practical approach is to group runnables with the similar periods
together to form a limited number of tasks. For any method,
the real-time tasks should be schedulable meeting every task’s
deadline. In this paper, we pick the first approach. For the
schedulability guarantee, we use the utilization bound method,
which guarantees
Pnthe system schedulability in case the total
utilization U = i=1 peii is under a certain threshold value UB .
UB depends on the scheduling algorithm. For example, for the
RM (Rate Monotonic) scheduling, UB is roughly 69.3%, and
for the EDF (Earliest Deadline First) scheduling algorithm, UB
is 100%. Assuming EDF, our schedulability constraint can be
represented as
U (p1 , p2 , · · · , pn ) =

ri = (pi , ei )
where pi is the runnable’s period and ei is the worst-case
execution time. Note that ei is a given value whereas pi is a
tunable parameter to the system designer’s needs.
Between runnables, there are data dependencies where a
sender writes its output to a shared buffer, and a receiver
reads out the data. Note that this data communication is
asynchronous since each runnable periodically executes with
its own execution period. Figure 1 shows a simple DAG
with seven runnables {r1 , r2 , · · · , r7 }. Each node represents a
runnable and arrows between runnables represent writer-reader
data dependencies. We assume that the first runnable r1 is
responsible for accepting the sensor data and the last runnable
rn (r7 in the figure) takes the role of controlling the actuator.
Thus we simply call r1 a sensor runnable and rn an actuator
runnable.
Our system in brief can be described as in the following.
The sensor runnable periodically reads out the sensor data
and processes it producing output data to other runnables.
Then each runnable also periodically executes reading from
the predecessors and writing to the successors. As a result,
new sensor data gradually flows from the sensor runnable to
the actuator runnable. After the new sensor data goes through
all the runnables, the actuator runnable finally produces the
proper actuator command based on the fresh environmental
knowledge.

D. Problem Description

(2)

Assuming the above system model, control performance
model, and schedulability condition, our problem can be
formally defined as follows:
Problem Description. With a given software component
with a DAG-structured runnables set {r1 , r2 , · · · , rn } and
a control cost function J(T, ∆), find the optimal runnable
periods {p1 , p2 , · · · , pn } which minimize the control cost
while meeting the system schedulability.
III. AUTOSAR RUNNABLE S CHEDULING
A. Control Cost and Runnable Periods for DAG Model
To find the optimal runnable periods, our first step is to
transform the control cost function J(T, ∆) into a function of
our tunable parameter pi .
From the perspective of the vehicle, only the actuator
runnable rn directly controls it. Thus, our control period T
is dependent on only the actuator runnable’s period pn . To
be more accurate, it is the longest time distance between two
consecutive executions of rn . This worst-case scenario occurs
when two consecutive rn s are scheduled at the beginning of a
certain period and at the end of the next period, respectively,
making the longest time distance. Thus T can be defined as
T = 2pn .

B. Control Performance Model
For the control performance model, we use the the linear
control cost function originally defined by Bini and Cervin [3],
which is a linear function of sampling period T and delay ∆
denoted by
J(T, ∆) = αT + β∆
(1)

n
X
ei
≤ 1.
p
i=1 i

(3)

For the end-to-end delay ∆, it is defined as the worst-case
time delay from the sensor to the actuator. Note that there can
be multiple different paths from the sensor runnable to the
actuator runnable. For such m paths, we define Pk as

where α and β are application-specific constants. Note that
both α and β should be positive since larger period and delay
should increase the control cost.
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Pk = {i ∈ N|ri ∈ k-th path, 1 < i < n} for 1 ≤ k ≤ m, (4)
which is a set of runnable indexes in the k-th path with |Pk |
denoting the number of elements in it. We do not include r1

k∈[1,m]

∆ = 2(p1 + p∗ + pn ).

(6)

Then, using (3) and (6), we can finally transform J(T, ∆)
into a function of p1 , p∗ , and pn as in
J(p1 , p∗ , pn ) = α × 2pn + β × 2(p1 + p∗ + pn ).

(7)

B. Our Optimization Method
Within each k-th path, the sum of all the participating
runnable’s period is define as p∗ . Then we distribute p∗ to
participating runnables proportional to each ei within the path.
The above policy can be expressed as
ei
p∗ (i ∈ Pk ).
pi = P
(8)
j∈Pk ej
Then, using (3), (6) and (8), the utilization function
U (p1 , p2 , · · · , pn ) can be also transformed into a function of
p1 , p∗ , and pn as in
Pm P
P
e1
en
k=1
i∈Pk
j∈Pk ej
U (p1 , p∗ , pn ) =
+
+
p1
p∗
pn
Pm P
|Pk |ei
e1
en
=
+ k=1 i∈Pk
+
.
p1
p∗
pn

∙∙∙

ȝȝȝ

∙∙∙

ȝȝȝ

ȝȝȝ

-

J(p1 , p∗ , pn )

subject to

U (p1 , p∗ , pn ) ≤ 1,

runnables in the

-th path

Fig. 2. Simplified DAG form with no crossing node

For the optimization, we decide to use the Lagrange multiplier method and define the Lagrange’s equation as
L = J(p1 , p∗ , pn ) − λ(U (p1 , p∗ , pn ) − 1)

= 2β(p1 + p∗ ) + 2(α + β)pn
!
Pm P
e1
en
k=1
i∈Pk |Pk |ei
−λ
+
+
−1 .
p1
p∗
pn

(9)

Then, we take the partial derivatives of p1 , p∗ , pn , and λ
of (9) and solve the equations of


∂L ∂L ∂L ∂L
∇L =
= 0,
,
,
,
∂p1 ∂p∗ ∂pn ∂λ
which yields the following optimal p1 , p∗ , and pn :
v
s
u X
u m X
(α + β)e1 en
|Pk |ei +
p1 = e1 + te1
β
k=1 i∈Pk
sP
m P
k=1
i∈Pk |Pk |ei
p∗ = p1
e1
s
βen
.
pn = p1
(α + β)e1
Now, applying (8) to (10), our optimal
{p1 , p2 , · · · , pn } can be simply calculated.

(10)

periods

IV. E XPERIMENT

Now, our optimization problem is defined as
minimize

ȝȝȝ

i∈Pm

ȝȝȝ

i∈P2

Then we can simply define ∆ as

p1 ,p∗ ,pn

ȝȝȝ

i∈Pk

Note that while going through a runnable ri , in the worst case,
it takes 2pi . It happens when a certain ri instance, scheduled
at the beginning of its period, slightly misses the new input
data and the next instance is scheduled producing its output
at the end of the period.
To make a simpler form of ∆ that can be used in the
optimization, we only consider a simplified DAG form as in
Figure 2. In the simplified form, there is no crossing node and
hence there are m independent paths from r1 to rn . From now
on, DAG means this simplified DAG form, if not otherwise
specified. Also, for the m paths, we assume that the sum of
participating runnable’s periods within every path is the same1 ,
which is formally expressed using a new notation p∗ by
X
X
X
p∗ =
pi =
pi = · · · =
pi .
i∈P1

runnables in the st path

ȝȝȝ

and rn in paths since they do not belong to a specific path.
Then the end-to-end delay ∆ can be defined as
!
X
∆ = 2p1 + max
2pi + 2pn .
(5)

which has only three free variables p1 , p∗ , and pn .
1 We argue that this is the necessary condition for the optimal periods at
least for the simplified DAG form. Due to the page limit, this will be further
explained in our future work.
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In this section, we evaluate our runnable scheduling method
in terms of both its resulting control performance and the
required optimization time. We compare our method denoted
by Ours with Optimal, which is the optimal runnable periods
that minimize the control cost. To find the optimal periods,
we conduct exhaustive searches for the entire integer problem
space bounded by 1 ≤ pi ≤ 1000.
We use the four DAGs in Figure 3 for the evaluation. In
the figure, each DAG is denoted by (nR, mP), where n is
the number of runnables and m is the number of paths in
each DAG. Below each runnable ri , its assumed execution
time ei is depicted. For the control cost function which is the
optimization objective function, we use
J(T, ∆) =

1
1
T+
∆.
1000
1000

Nomalized Control Cost (%)
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Fig. 4. Comparison of normalized control cost for example DAGs

Fig. 3. Example DAGs with varying number of runnables (denoted by nR)
and number of paths (denoted by mP) with execution times shown below
each runnable

Optimization Time (sec)

6 hours

TABLE I
RUNNABLE PERIODS FOUND BY OUR METHOD COMPARED TO THE
OPTIMAL PERIODS EACH FOUR EXAMPLE DAG S

DAG
(3R,1P)
(4R,2P)
(5R,2P)
(6R,2P)

Periods by Ours

Optimal Periods

{8, 10, 7}

{10, 10, 6}

{15, 64, 64, 13}

{13, 20, 29, 49, 12}

{18, 38, 75, 38, 75, 16}

Optimal
Ours

104

102

0.5 ms

100
0.1 ms
10-2

0.007 ms
(3R,1P)

{16, 63, 63, 12}

1 hour

0.012 ms

0.016 ms

0.022 ms

(4R,2P)

(5R,2P)

(6R,2P)

(# of Runnables , # of Paths)

Fig. 5. Comparison of optimization time for example DAGs

{15, 22, 25, 47, 11}

{18, 46, 64, 46, 64, 15}

delay. Then we define the control period and end-to-end delay
as functions of runnable periods, respectively, which formulate
an optimization problem to minimize the control cost using
runnable periods as tunable parameters. As our initial efforts,
we present an analytical solution for simplified DAG forms
with no crossing node. Our evaluation result shows that our
optimization method can quickly find near-optimal runnable
periods with a negligible performance penalty.
In our future work, we plan to generalize our method
for the general DAG model. Also, we plan to optimize the
runnable to task mapping process considering the intra-task
data dependencies and runnables execution sequence.

Table I compares the runnable periods found by our method
with the optimal runnable periods. Note that the sets in the
table represent the runnable periods as is {p1 , p2 , · · · , pn }. Although our method initially finds real-valued periods, they are
rounded to the nearest integers for the ease of comparison with
the integer-valued optimal periods. The resulting solutions of
the two methods show little euclidean distances. Based on this
finding, it is also possible to combine our analytical method
and the search method by using our runnable periods as the
starting position of the further searches.
Figure 4 compares the normalized control cost of the two
methods. In the figure, we can find that although our solution is
not the optimal one, the performance loss is negligible, which
is under about 3%. However, on the contrary, Figure 5 shows
very different result regarding the time required to find the
solution. In the figure, as the application’s complexity grows
from (3R, 1P) to (6R, 2P), Ours method shows little difference
for the optimization time whereas Optimal method eventually
requires too much time even for applications with modest
complexity. We can presumably argue that Optimal method
cannot be applied to industry-sized applications in practice.
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V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents an AUTOSAR runnable scheduling
method for the optimal performance of control applications.
Target control application is modeled as a DAG of runnables
and the control performance model is formulated as a linear
cost function of the system’s control period and end-to-end
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I. I NTRODUCTION

The above properties are motivated from an automotive case
study discussed in [5] where the possibility of multiple ways of
degrading a higher critical LIDAR processing task is considered. A paper describing our context-aware degradation model
can be found at [6]. In order to showcase the benefit of contextaware degradation, an automotive testbed is built to observe
the effects of task degradation schemes enforced by different
MCS task models as well as the context-aware degradation on
the safety and performance aspect of the vehicle which are
generally not possible with synthetic task set experiments.

Increase in number of autonomous functionalities has led to
design approaches where software elements requiring varied
levels of execution reliability are made to share a common
platform (hardware and software) and such systems are termed
as Mixed-Criticality Systems (MCS). An important challenge
in designing MCS is to handle uncertainties in the execution
behaviour such as a budget overrun of a software element
(or task) in a safe and effective manner. For this purpose,
functional safety standards such as ISO 26262 [1] specify a
set of rules and rigorous process which necessitate the system
design to incorporate sufficient mechanisms to prevent the
propagation of faults from tasks certified to lower criticality
level to tasks certified to higher criticality level.
A majority of the existing MCS task models (reviewed in
[2]) consider criticality to denote the relative importance of a
task and use it to achieve graceful degradation of the system
either by suspending or degrading tasks with relatively lower
criticality level than the overloading task. As pointed out in [3],
notion of criticality as the relative importance of a task may
be appropriate only for dual-criticality MCS models (where a
task can be either high critical or low critical). For instance,
it has been observed that in a system with 4 criticality levels,
to handle budget overrun of any task at criticality level 4
(highest), degradation of tasks with criticality level 3 may not
be acceptable. As stated in [4], the notion of criticality, relative
importance and degradation of a functionality in an MCS
should be loosely coupled entities. To achieve this, we consider
a context-aware degradation strategy with the following three
properties:

II. AUTOMOTIVE T ESTBED
A. Testbed Architecture

Figure 1. Testbed Architecture

The testbed is a Hardware-In-The-Loop simulation platform
consisting of The Open-source Race Car Simulator (TORCS)
[7] - vehicle simulator, simulink model, gateway, Electronic
Control Unit (ECU) and Controller Area Network (CAN).
The testbed and its architecture is shown in the Figure 1.
The simulink model acts as an interface between TORCS and
the gateway. It is used to collect sensor and actuator values
for real-time monitoring and post-processing. The gateway
consists of embedded controllers (FreeScale Kinetis Board
[8]) networked over an industry standard CAN bus which
converts the simulated sensor values from TORCS to CAN
messages. Texas Instruments Hercules development board [9]
acts as an ECU. The ECU runs FreeRTOS, a pre-emptive fixed
priority based real-time scheduler. The control algorithms of
applications are implemented as real-time tasks on FreeRTOS

1) Upon the system overload, there is a flexibility to choose
the tasks that has to be degraded depending on the
overrun task and independent of their criticality level.
This allows the designer to consider degradation of even
higher criticality tasks while keeping relatively lower
criticality tasks unaffected.
2) Second, there is a support for multiple ways of degrading
a task’s budget. This allows the designer to choose a
specific way of degrading a task’s budget depending on
the tasks that have overrun their budget.
3) Third, instead of using criticality to decide tasks to
be degraded, criticality is used to choose the degraded
budget (among multiple degraded budgets) of the task
when multiple tasks overrun their budgets.
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hosted on the ECU. The gateway receives the sensor data from
TORCS through serial communication and dispatches them as
CAN messages to the ECU executing the control algorithm
tasks to generate actuator commands like throttle, brake and
steer. These commands are sent back to TORCS through the
Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART). The
testbed simulates two vehicles, a lead vehicle controlled by
the simulink model and a follower vehicle controlled by the
ECU. Values such as position, velocity, acceleration, brake,
road curvature, distance travelled from starting point, etc. of
the both lead and follower vehicles are transmitted to the ECU
as CAN messages. Under the absence of budget overrun, all
tasks are operated with a time period of 20 ms since TORCS
by default provides sensor and vehicle data for every 20 ms.
The safety functionalities implemented are considered to be
certified to one of four Automotive Safety Integrity Levels
(ASIL) as per ISO 26262.

position at the centre of the lane while the Collision Avoidance
(CA) applies emergency braking if imminent collision is
detected. Both SC and CA are implemented based on [10]
and are certified to ASIL D (highest).

B. Automotive Applications Implemented
1) Lead vehicle detection: The lead vehicle detection functionality is implemented using two tasks, namely pseudoradar and vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication. They are
considered to be certified to ASIL C and ASIL B respectively.
In our testbed, the euclidean distance calculated by the pseudoradar task is used by other applications only if lead vehicle
is within 120-degree field-of-view and within a range of 30
meters. This simulates the actual radar since 120 degree fieldof-view may not be sufficient to detect the lead vehicle in
curves. V2V task calculates the euclidean distance between
vehicles in all conditions (including curves).
2) Longitudinal and Lateral Vehicular Control: The cruise
control (CC) task certified to ASIL C, computes the necessary
acceleration and brake commands based on the distance between vehicles calculated by the pseudo-radar and V2V tasks.
ACC can operate in two modes viz ‘constant time headway’
or ‘constant velocity’. In constant time headway mode, CC
implements an algorithm to maintain distance between the
vehicles such that under heavy braking of the lead vehicle,
there is sufficient time for the follower vehicle to apply
brakes to maintain safe distance. To achieve this, CC can
use Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control or ONOFF control mechanism. CC task also implements Dynamic
Speed Adaptation (DSA) functionality to detect and indicate
the presence of curves and to bring down the vehicles’ velocity
to a predetermined value for a safe vehicle manoeuvre through
the curves. Computation of required brake command of the
host vehicle is decided by CC considering the presence of
both the curve and the lead vehicle ahead. We consider two
ways of degrading the CC task. With type 1 degradation,
CC operates with ON-OFF control instead of PID leading
to reduced execution time. With type 2 degradation, CC ignores the DSA functionality also leading to reduced execution
time. For PID control mechanism, an algorithm presented as
simulink model in [10] was implemented. The implementation
discussed in [11] is used for DSA. The safety functionality of
Steering Control (SC) application is to maintain the vehicles’
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III. D EMONSTRATION
After the testbed is up and running, we will demonstrate
its following key functionalities: 1) artificially trigger budget
overrun of tasks using push buttons to simulate different
task overrun scenarios where each scenario differs by tasks
that have overrun their budgets. 2) a real-time plot of the
live measurements of parameters such as the closest distance
maintained between lead and follower vehicles denoted as
Dmin , values of acceleration and heading error of the follower
vehicle. 3) Based on these measurements, for each overrun
scenario, the effect of the context-aware degradation and two
different degradation schemes considered in the existing MCS
literature to handle budget overruns will be evaluated for the
safety and the performance of the vehicle. Scheme 1 considers
the suspension of V2V task - task with relatively lower criticality level. Scheme 2 considers only type 1 degradation of CC
task - a single way of degrading a relatively lower criticality
task’s budget. With context-aware degradation, depending on
the task overrun, either type 1 or type 2 degradation of CC task
is chosen. The value of Dmin is considered as the measure of
safety whereas acceleration and heading error are considered
as the measure of performance. 4) We will also describe the
changes to the existing FreeRTOS API that has been done to
incorporate context-aware degradation strategy.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this demo paper, we present the design and implementation of an automotive testbed to evaluate the safety
and performance of different degradation schemes along with
context-aware degradation for mixed-criticality systems. As
future work, we will integrate mode change protocols with
the context-aware degradation.
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– CPU, graphics, video accelerator, deep learning engine,
FPGA – you're talking about 4-5 different programming
environment.” “ It’s not the same old tools environment. Tools
must be done in a way that allows developers to move the
workload and acceleration across all these accelerators in the
cloud, gateway, and device as seamlessly as possible [1].” Other
industry juggernauts such as Amazon have taken note of their
development silo problem within their AWS RoboMaker
platform, aiming to tackle the problem of allowing developers
to build and deploy applications via cloud services, while
incorporating over the air updates and demands for a diverse set
of hard to acquire skills [2]. Put succinctly, it is time to
accelerate the development process!

Abstract— Virtually all modern IoT systems are distributed
and heterogeneous in architecture, comprising cloud computing,
fog or edge computing, and embedded devices with as little as 8bit bare metal CPU and limited resources. This paper presents a
new approach to distributed heterogeneous development,
facilitating connected embedded components to be developed and
maintained as an extension of a cloud application. The demo will
show all compute nodes of a modern IoT system being
programmed, integrated and deployed using a unified
development framework and language. The demo will show how
real-world hardware, ranging from robust cloud servers to multicore Linux gateways, down to bare-metal 8-bit MCUs can be
incorporated, secured, and deployed in a real world system.
Keywords— IoT, Heterogeneous Computing, Tools, DSL, Arch

II. THE SOLUTION
Network Native is building a new approach to distributed
heterogeneous development, enabling connected embedded
components to be developed and maintained as a natural
extension of a modern cloud application. Using high-level
abstractions modeled on real embedded product use cases, nonspecialist developers will discover a new level of productivity
and power [4]. The solution proposed is comprised, in part, of
the following:

I. INTRODUCTION
Modern embedded and IoT (Internet of Things) solutions are
distributed and heterogeneous, with hardware targets
comprising low power 8-bit microcontrollers, lightweight but
powerful network gateways, to the near limitless resources of
internet cloud servers. Modern IoT solutions require expertise
across disparate development platforms, or “silos.” Throughout
this paper, the term silos is used to represent the segmented
development processes and tools required to bring a network
spanning IoT solution to fruition. As development moves from
cloud, to embedded components within a system, increasingly
specialized and costly talent is required and locked within a
given development silo. This is because developing efficient,
secure, reliable embedded software still requires highlyspecialized knowledge.

The Arch Language: A configurable and expandable DSL
(Domain Specific Language) that enables an IoT application to
be abstracted as a network-spanning, integrated whole that can
be componentized for deployment
across multiple
heterogeneous computing targets connected by various
communication channels. Arch abstracts away target specific
considerations while offering high level abstractions that
support physical computing applications including message
passing, reactive programming, and hierarchical state
machines. Arch facilitates rapid re-configuration of the
division of labor between nodes or the insertion of a new
hardware tier without modifying the application logic.

High-level abstractions that cloud and application
developers take for granted have not found their way to
embedded development. To wit, it is difficult if not impossible
to stay agile while implementing features across multiple teams,
tools, and targets—the logistical challenges slow the pace of
product implementation and innovation.
A real-world
embodiment of the problem is a modern drone platform,
comprising cloud servers for data collection, high power
gateways, a robust application processor likely running Linux or
other operating system, and bare metal 8-bit MCUs that may
handle functions such as brushless motor control.
Many industry players have begun to recognize this rapidly
growing problem, such as Intel Corporation, who states, “One
key difference between embedded and IoT is connectivity.
We’re transitioning away from isolated devices into a group of
connected devices with awareness of their surroundings.” Intel
continues, “If you think about all the accelerators to do analytics
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Fig. 1. Example of a Cloud, Fog, and Embedded application.
deployed accordingly without any stage of compute shown.

May be re-

Arch Compilation Infrastructure: The infrastructure makes it
feasible to dynamically separate an application into
components with secure network communications. The
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compilation infrastructure incorporates existing vendor tool
chains for cloud, fog and embedded devices, thereby leveraging
decades of hardened technology traditional developers have
come to rely upon.
Arch Framework and Libraries: Frameworks offer efficient,
maintained implementations for common software building
blocks, such as: containerized data structures, math and data
analysis, data storage and streaming, protocol stacks and secure
communications channels, device feature drivers and external
peripheral drivers.

Fig. 3. Arch application, build and deployed with security and updates as well
as transport layer integration.

The deployment module of the demonstration will show a
user generated Arch application specification and configuration
being built and deployed across the network of heterogeneous
devices. This will include iterative software updates,
serialization of communication channels, encryption and
transport layer. The network is comprised of one or more cloud,
fog and embedded nodes.
The application itself will be
modified, re-compiled and re-deployed in a matter of seconds to
show how the system facilitates agile development work flows.

Arch Application Deployment: The deployment system
coordinates the automatic distribution of components to
specified computing node targets. Each computing node has
built-in intra-node communication capability with prefabricated transport security capability.
III. TOOLS DEMONSTRATION
The tools demonstration is comprised of the poster, tools
demonstration, and online access to the open source GitHub and
documentation repos of the Network Native code base. While
beyond the scope of this abstract, preliminary videos of the
early-stage Network Native proof-of-concept system from early
3Q17 can be seen via the content hosted at
www.networknative.com. The current version of the 1Q19
technology will be presented at RTAS 2019 in a deep dive
format.
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The tools demonstration will be comprised of three parts:
The system architecture overview shown in Fig 2, the
application development, securitization, build, and iterative
deployment system plus web-based IDE shown in Fig 3, and
distributed heterogeneous application auto partitioning as shown
in Fig 4.

trigger

readTemp()

readTemp()

server

integer

showGraph()

wireless
edge sensor

Fig. 4. An application being systematcially decomposed by the Arch system,
and seriailized and deployed across the network.

The final component of the demonstration will be an
illustration building upon the application examples, showing
how applications are segmented and deployed across the
network of cloud, fog and wireless embedded sensors. While
not a compiler theory based session, practitioner focused
tutorials will be provided focusing on application developers
and providing better understanding of how the Network Native
solution fits into their future IoT application development
requirements.
IV. DELIVERABLES
Network Native will also present information regarding their
upcoming technical release that aims to incorporate support for
new hardware targets, such as RISC-V, as well as various drone
hardware platforms such as Qualcomm Flight.

Fig. 2. The Network Native Eco-system, from application abstration to bare
metal runtime environments.

The system architecture component of the demo will show
how the Arch language is used to write distributed, heterogenous
applications that automatically deploy across cloud, fog and
embedded node targets.
It also shows a web-based IDE
demonstrating agile editing, simulation, test, and deployment.

[1]
[2]
[3]

[4]
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Abstract— We propose a static program placement platform
for embedded multi-core multi-cluster systems. In recent years,
the development of autonomous driving systems has advanced.
Autonomous driving systems are developed using the Robot
Operating System (ROS), which is suitable for the development
of robotics and used for various systems of autonomous driving
vehicles. Autonomous driving systems consist of multiple small
programs. These small programs exchange messages called
topics between programs. We have created a simple framework
to realize these features for multi-core multi-cluster embedded
system. It is lightweight and it is possible to statically determine
the cluster number and the core number for executing a given
program. This will improve real-time performance during
program execution. This demonstration uses NVIDIA JETSON
TX 2 as an embedded device. The autonomous driving system is
composed of many programs. In this demonstration, the
embedded device side executes self-driving modules such as path
planning and path following.

I.
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•Command Line Tools
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Fig. 1. Development flow of the ROS-lite framework.

- name: talker
cluster: 1
core:1
publish: [/chatter]
subscribe: []
- name: listener1
cluster : 2
core:1
publish: []
subscribe: [/chatter]
- name: listener2
cluster : 2
core:2
publish: []
subscribe: [/chatter]

INTRODUCTION

One of the main functionalities of the robot operating
system (ROS) [1] is a message exchange system called
publish/subscribe. In addition, ROS is composed of small
programs called nodes and these programs pass the control of
messages called topics. We tried to operate these functions
with lightweight and energy-saving embedded equipment.
The assumed embedded board is composed of multiple
clusters and has multicore processors on each cluster. We
propose a mechanism to statically place ROS node programs
on these clusters and cores with a specified number. The
programs can run on each core and communicate with each
other. In the autonomous driving system, many ROS programs
already exist. We have made it possible to use these program
source code without changing them. We propose a mechanism
to easily realize the features of ROS on an embedded board.
We call this development workflow ROS-lite, and details are
explained in the next section.
II.

Takuya Azumi
Graduate School of Science and
Engineering
Saitama University
Saitama, Japan
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Fig.2. The Map file (.map) and the publish/subscribe model.

A. Create Map file
A map file (.map) is generated from the application source
code. The map file contains the node name, assigned cluster
number, assigned core number, and information concerning
the topics that are published and subscribed to. Fig. 2 shows
an example of the map file. In this case, a node called “talker”
runs on cluster 1, core1 and “listener1” and “listener2” run on
cluster 2. In addition it shows that talker publishes a topic
called “/chatter” and listener1 and listener2 subscribe to it.

ROS-LITE

ROS-lite is a lightweight implementation compared with
ROS, and it can operate even with embedded systems with
limited resources.
Using ROS-lite, we can run a ROS node application written
in C++ on the target board with multiple clusters. We will
explain the framework of Fig. 1. First, copy the source code
and message file directly from the existing ROS package to
the workspace. Next, proceed according to the ROS-lite
workflow indicated by the red arrow. Finally, the ROS
program is deployed and executed on the target embedded
device. We explain this flow in the order of 1 through 4 shown
in Fig. 1.

These descriptions, except for the assigned cluster number
and the core number, can be interpreted from the ROS nodes.
As for the optimal placement of the cluster number and the
core number, we anticipate that, in the future, automatic
deployment will be possible via collaboration with our
partner team who studying the optimal placement of the
parallel processing.
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Fig.3 System stack for ROS-lite.

B. Create header files
The header files that define the message structure are
generated from the message files (.msg), as in the original
ROS. This code-generation module is based on the original
ROS script, and message files (.msg) can be described in the
rule they are in ROS.

Fig.4 Demonstration of Autoware, the embedded device executes path
planning and path following.

ROS-lite was developed in POSIX, and an abstraction layer
will be provided between ROS-lite and the OS to eliminate OS
dependency shown in Fig. 3.
There is ROS 2 [4] as a related ROS lightweight version. On
the other hand, ROS-lite aims at a development platform that
improves real-time performance by placing the programs
statically by specifying the cluster and core number.

C. Create Initialization codes
The initialization code for the startup process of the ROS
node is generated from the map file (.map). The ROS node is
automatically started as a process scheduled by the OS on the
user-assigned cluster. Application developers do not need to
write any code for this step.

IV. DEMONSTRATION
We use Autoware [5][6] which is open-source software
including a set of self-driving modules, such as localization,
detection, prediction, planning, and control. typical
autonomous driving system. Using this source code, we will
demonstrate the ROS-lite procedure from copying the source
code to working on the target embedded system. Finally, we
will demonstrate autonomous driving using the simulation
data acquired by actual driving as shown in Fig. 4. Autoware
runs on the PC and connects to ROS-lite on the embedded
system via Ethernet. The operation status is monitored using
Rviz of ROS display tool. In this demonstration, self-driving
modules such as path planning and path following of
Autoware are placed on the embedded system side and
operated.

D. Build and execute
A build script is generated from the user-defined map file
(.map). The source code of the ROS nodes is built separately
for each user-assigned cluster because the executable files are
loaded into separate memory banks on each cluster. This
process is conducted via the build script.
A simple example to understand the ROS-lite framework is
provided in Fig. 2. One node publishes a /chatter topic, and
two nodes subscribe to that topic. The publisher node is
launched in cluster 1, and two subscriber nodes are launched
in cluster 2, as described by the assigned cluster number in
the map file (.map) shown in Fig. 2.
Application developers can change the node mapping by
modifying the cluster number field and the core number field.
Information concerning topics in the map file (.map) is used
to initialize the relation between the topics and the nodes so
that ROS-lite directs the process of matching the nodes with
the topic names. These fields, for the node name and topic
information, are generated from source codes on the ROS
nodes program, and then initialization scripts for the node
relations in ROS-lite are generated from the map file (.map).
III.

We released ROS-lite as open-source software [7].
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Abstract—GPUs are increasingly being used in real-time systems, such as autonomous vehicles, due to the vast performance
benefits that they offer. As more and more applications use GPUs,
more than one application may need to run on the same GPU
in parallel. However, real-time systems also require predictable
performance from each individual applications which GPUs do
not fully support in a multi-tasking environment. Nvidia recently
added a new feature in their latest GPU architecture that allows
limited resource provisioning. This feature is provided in the
form of a closed-source kernel module called the Multi-Process
Service (MPS). However, MPS only provides the capability to
partition the compute resources of GPU and does not provide any
mechanism to avoid inter-application conflicts within the shared
memory hierarchy. In our experiments, we find that compute
resource partitioning alone is not sufficient for performance
isolation. In the worst case, due to interference from co-running
GPU tasks, read/write transactions can observe a slowdown of
more than 10x.
Fractional GPUs (FGPUs) is a software-only mechanism to
partition both compute and memory resources of a GPU to allow
parallel execution of GPU workloads with performance isolation.
As many details of GPU memory hierarchy are not publicly available, we first reverse-engineer the information through various
micro-benchmarks. We find that the GPU memory hierarchy is
different from that of the CPU, making it well-suited for page
coloring. Based on our findings, we were able to partition both the
L2 cache and DRAM for multiple Nvidia GPUs. Furthermore,
we show that a better strategy exists for partitioning compute
resources than the one used by MPS. An FGPU combines both
this strategy and memory coloring to provide superior isolation.
In the demo, we show that FGPU provides superior performance isolation in contrast with MPS or compute-only partitioning by conducting evaluations using various applications on
multiple Nvidia GPUs. We also showcase our reverse-engineering
algorithms and the interesting details revealed by them.

To support these demands, Nvidia provides MPS [3]
which allows multiple applications to co-run on GPU. They
recently even added a new QoS feature in MPS that allows
programmers to specify an upper limit on the number of
GPU threads available for each application to limit available
compute bandwidth on a per-application basis. The idea is that
capping the portion of available threads will reduce destructive
interference between applications. However, MPS only allows
partitioning the compute resources of GPU and does not
provide any mechanism to avoid inter-application conflicts
within the memory hierarchy.
Prior works [5] [7] [8] [11] [12] [13] [15] have shown that
two applications, running on different cores on a CPU, can still
affect each other’s runtime due to conflicts in the memory hierarchy. FGPU implements a software-based GPU partitioning
method to split a single GPU into smaller fractional GPUs by
partitioning both compute and memory resources. This allows
multiple applications to run in parallel, each within a different
fractional GPU, with a high degree of isolation.
FGPU partitions memory resources via page coloring. To
achieve this, details of the memory hierarchy of GPU needs
to be known apriori. As this information is not public, we
propose generic algorithms to reverse-engineer the memory
hierarchy of Nvidia GPUs 1 .

I. I NTRODUCTION
GPUs are becoming more powerful with each new generation and architecture. Also, real-time systems are increasingly
deploying applications that use the GPU. This is driven by
the increase in popularity of machine-learning applications,
especially in domains such as autonomous vehicles, which
exploit the massive parallelism provided by GPUs. A single
application may not be able to use an entire GPU, while
multiple applications can benefit from using the GPU. These
two trends make it important to allow a GPU to run multiple
applications. As real-time applications have strict deadlines,
GPUs simultaneously need to provide predictable application
performance even in worst case scenarios, especially for
safety-critical applications.

B. Evaluation

II. T HE D EMO
A. System Setup
We showcase FPGU’s capabilities across different Nvidia
GPUs (GTX 1070, GTX 1080 and Tesla V100).
For showcasing the usefulness of FGPU, we evaluate the
performance isolation between co-running tasks on a single
GPU. We split the GPU into two or four partitions using three
different approaches:
1) Compute-Only Partitioning (similar to technique introduced in [14]) by assigning disjoint sets of GPU “cores”
to different applications.
2) Compute-Only Partitioning using Nvidia’s MPS (available only on Tesla V100 GPU)
3) Compute and Memory Partitioning using FGPU
1 We focus on Nvidia GPUs because they are the leading platforms for
high-performance computing.
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Name
MM
SN
VA
SP
FWT
CFD

Source / Benchmark
CUDA SDK [2]
CUDA SDK
CUDA SDK
CUDA SDK
CUDA SDK
Rodinia [4]

Description
Matrix Multiplication
Sorts Array
Vector Addition
Scalar Product
Fast Walsh Transform
Computational Fluid Dynamics

archy and is more complex in order to achieve high memory
bandwidth.
III. C ONCLUSION
In conclusion, we demonstrate how Fractional GPUs can
allow system designers to run multiple applications together
on the same GPU while avoiding interference between them.
We also showcase how our generic algorithms allow for
automatic reverse-engineering of the memory hierarchy of
both GPUs and CPUs and reveal interesting details about the
structure of L2 cache and DRAM of the GPUs. More details
about Fractional GPUs can be found in our full-length paper
[1] which has passed the RTAS Artifact Evaluation process
successfully.

TABLE I: Applications used for Evaluation
On the first partition, we run the application of interest (one
of the applications from Table I) and measure its average runtime while running interfering applications in parallel on the
other partition/s. We show that the application of interest has
less runtime variance when GPUs are partitioned using FGPU
irrespective of the interfering applications running on the other
partition/s. Notably, with FGPU, the application’s runtime only
increase by 7-9% on average when other tasks are running in
parallel. Whereas without FGPU, the application’s runtime can
increase by up to 130-220% due to the interference from corunning applications.2
Furthermore, using the evaluation results, we discuss the
trade-offs of FGPU, notably that the page coloring splits the
available memory bandwidth between all the partitions of the
GPU even if some of those partitions might be idle. Also,
implementing compute partitioning via software, instead of
hardware, can introduce performance overhead.

R EFERENCES

C. Reverse-Engineering of Memory Hierarchy
Prior studies [6] [9] [10] have attempted to dissect the
memory hierarchy of various Nvidia GPUs across different
architectures with limited success. These works were not
successful as they made assumptions about the memory hierarchy that were valid for CPUs but not for GPUs as GPUs
have substantially different memory hierarchy. We instead
propose generic algorithms that make few assumptions about
the hardware and hence our algorithms work on both CPUs
and GPUs. We demonstrate the capabilities of our algorithms
by showcasing that these algorithms can reverse engineer
the memory hierarchy (L2 cache and DRAM) of Nvidia
GPUs and CPUs (i7-7700) automatically without any manual
intervention.
Our algorithms work by
1) Finding multiple pairs of addresses that lie on the
same L2 cache set/DRAM bank using hardware-agnostic
properties.
2) Finding the mapping function, that maps an address to a
cache set/DRAM bank, using exhaustive and intelligent
brute force search such that this mapping function assigns the same cache set/DRAM bank to both addresses
in all the pairs collected.
Our reverse-engineering results shows that the GPU memory hierarchy is different from a typical CPU memory hier2 The baseline for the results is t
N oP artitioning ∗ N , where
tN oP artitioning is the average time taken by the application while running
on the whole GPU without interference and N is the number of partitions of
the GPU. This baseline assumes ideal partitioning e.g. splitting the GPU into
two partitions should increase the runtime by a factor of 2.
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